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In the last decade many extensions of the relational model were
proposed, and basic properties of the relational model were investigated
in their contexts. In particular, the equivalence of calculus and algebra,
and the relative expressive power of other related languages were
explored. This paper investigates this subject in a general framework,
independently of any specific data type constructors that may exist in
specific models, with the goal of making explicit the conditions that
enable translation between query languages. The framework is based
on a combination the well-founded approach of deductive programs
and the initial algebra approach of algebraic specifications. The latter
does not support negation (i.e., disequations); hence our combination
contributes to the theory of algebraic specifications. Given the
framework, we present the predicative and functional approaches to
database description and querying. The first leads to the calculus and
deductive approaches, the second to several algebras and, also, to
generalizations that allow restricted definition by equations. We extend
the notions of domain independence to our framework. We then
present various sufficient conditions for the calculus and (some)
algebra to be equivalent. We also compare the expressive power of
algebras and more general languages to several deductive languages,
under stratified and well-founded semantics. Finally, we define safety
conditions and prove similar results for safe versions of the
languages. ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, the theory of the relational model has
been generalized in many ways: to nested relationscomplex
object models that support the construction of complex
values using the tuple and set constructors, to also allow
other type constructors such as list and bag, to allow
abstract data type (ADT) definitions, and to object-oriented
data models. [3, 4, 6, 16, 18, 31, 36]. As was done for the
relational model, much attention has been focused in this
work on declarative languages for these models. The rela-
tional model supports three query language paradigms:
algebra, calculus, and deductive. These have been extended
to the more general models, either by extending operations,
or by adding operations and predicates for dealing with sets
(such as x # S) and new algebraic operations such as nest,
unnest, powerset [1, 9, 21, 28].
A lot of work has been done on analyzing the com-
parative expressive power of languages for the relational
model; the most famous is Codd’s result about the equiv-
alence of the algebra and the calculus. Many of these results
have been reexamined in the context of complex object
models and object-oriented models; in particular, the
algebracalculus equivalence has been reproved for several
such models [1, 13, 35, 25]. Although many recent works
consider this issue, a general comparison of the three
paradigms has not yet appeared.
In this paper, we present and compare languages based
on the three paradigms; algebra, calculus, and deduction.
We view each of these paradigms as a linguistic frame, that
can be used with a variety of data models. Thus, rather than
comparing these paradigms for one model (general as it
may be), our aim is to investigate the fundamental rela-
tionships between them and to determine if and how these
relationships depend on the particular features or properties
of a specific data model and the type constructors it allows.
The framework for this investigation is obtained by
combining the relational paradigm with the well known
algebraic specifications paradigm. The combination allows
one to investigate a variety of data models with rich data
structuring facilities including, in particular, all those that
use constructors such as tuple and set, or that allow ADT’s.
The combination also serves here to define the semantics of
the languages we consider.
We now briefly describe the issues considered in the
paper. First, the current algebraic specification framework
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allows one only to use positive facts (i.e., equations); when
negation is used, the semantics of a specification is no longer
well-defined [22, 26]. We argue that for our work negation
needs to be considered, and we extend the algebraic
specifications framework to include negation. This is of
interest by itself, independently of the rest of the paper.
Most previous works investigating the relationship
between algebra and deduction considered a rather restricted
class of deductive programsthe stratified programs, and
only algebras with recursion in the form of an explicit fixed
point (or iteration) operation. It is of interest to extend the
algebraic paradigm with a more general facility for recur-
sion, and to investigate the relationship of the resulting
language, which is a functional language, to general (not
necessarily stratified) deduction. This is one of the subjects
considered in this work.
Given our frameworka combination of the relational
and algebraic specifications paradigms, we present two
basic modes for defining databases and queries, namely
predicative and functional. The calculus and deductive
languages are naturally associated with the predicative
mode and the algebraic language with the functional mode.
Then we consider two main questions: (i) whether every
database that can be defined using one mode can also be
defined in the other mode?, and (ii) for a database that is
definable in both ways, what is the relative expressive power
of the various languages?
To answer these questions we extend the notions of
domain independence and safety to our framework. We
present various results on when these properties are satisfied
by the languages and consider the relative expressive power
of the languages. In particular we show the equivalence of
the domain-independent calculus and a restricted version of
the algebra. We also present results that relate the algebra,
or the more general functional language, to the safe deduc-
tive language. In particular we show that using a restricted
kind of recursion one can obtain an algebra with the same
expressive power as stratified deduction, while a more
general kind of recursion leads to the expressive power
of general nonstratified deduction. Our results not only
generalize many previous results, but also seem to clarify
some of the fundamental requirements and restrictions
needed to prove such equivalence results.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we
present a brief summary of some of the main concepts of
algebraic specifications and the extension needed to support
negation. We explain how these concepts are used to specify
data types. The predicative and functional approaches to
database definition and query languages are presented in
Section 3. In Section 4 we present several general algebraic
languages. Domain independence, and the domain inde-
pendent calculus are defined in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7
deal with the equivalence between the domain-independent
calculus and the general algebras. The relation between the
FIG. 1. The specification TUPLE.
calculus, the domain independent calculus, and deduction is
considered in Section 8. In Section 9, we introduce syntactic
safety restrictions on the calculus and deduction, and we
compare the power of the resulting languages to the
algebras. Conclusions are presented in Section 10.
2. ALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATIONS OF
ABSTRACT DATA TYPES
We adopt the algebraic specifications approach (with
some extensions) as our formal framework. The algebraic
specification approach uses equations for defining data
types and their operations. There are other approaches to
that, or to the definition of queries, or to query languages.
For example, structural recursion is a powerful mechanism
for defining functions. However, algebraic specifications
have the advantages of being relatively simple and of having
a well-defined semantics that is close to the semantics
approaches used in the database area.1 This section presents
some of the main concepts of this approach [15, 19], and
the extensions needed to support negation. We emphasize
the concepts that are used in the sequel.
2.1. Basic Concepts
We start by considering the standard approach to
specifications that does not use negation. A specification
defines a collection of related data types. It contains sets of
sort names and operations (i.e., functions) that define a
language of many-sorted first-order predicate logic, with
equality as the only predicate. Properties of the operations
are stated as formulas, typically (conditional) equations.
Definition 2.1. An abstract data type specification is a
triple SPEC=(S, OP, E) where S is a set of sort names, OP
is a set of function symbols with arities in S*  S, and E is
a set of (conditional) equations over S and OP.
Example specifications are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 and
discussed below. The two specifications use only equations,
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FIG. 2. The specification SET.
and not conditional equations. We shall see an example for
a conditional equation later on.
Since the only predicate symbol use is equality, and the
standard properties of equality are assumed, a model is a
many-sorted algebra. A specification, being a set of sentences,
has many models. This is a problem, since it is expected to
specify a unique meaning. Note that the same problem
exists in logic programming: a Horn-rule program, viewed
as set of sentences, has many models. The solution is to
choose the (unique) minimal model in the Herbrand
universe as the semantics of the program. A similar solution
is adopted for specifications: (the equivalence class of) one
algebra is selected as its meaning. This is most often the
initial algebra (see below), and we assume so in this paper.
The similarity is more than just the choice of a unique
semantics. The minimal model of a Horn-rule program is
the initial model of the program in the class of all models.
An initial algebra in the class of algebras that are models
of SPEC is an algebra ASPEC=(AS , AOP), of signature
(S, OP) such that there exists a unique homomorphism
from it to each of the other algebras of SPEC. The desirable
properties of the initial algebra are well documented [15,
19, 30]. In particular, whenever it exists it is unique (up to
isomorphism). This follows from the fact that any two initial
algebras are related by unique homomorphic mappings.
For specifications given by (conditional) equations it exists,
and, furthermore, its structure is also known. Let the
Herbrand universe be the collection of ground terms over
OP. It is also an algebra, as each of the operations is defined
on it: for an operation f and term t, f (t) is defined, as usual,
to be the term f (t). The extension of the equality predicate
on the set of terms, as defined by the (conditional) equations
in E and by its standard properties is an invariance relation
on the domain of this algebra. Thus, the quotient of this
algebra modulo the invariance relation, the quotient term
algebra, is also an algebra: every element in this algebra is
an equivalence class of ground terms. It can be shown to be
an initial algebra. The existence of a homomorphism to any
other algebra of SPEC is easily established, by induction on
the structure of terms. Uniqueness follows from the fact that
terms have not been made equal unless it so follows from E.
For mode details see [15, 19]. Note the similarity to the
construction of the minimal model used in logic program-
ming. For algebras, we have here the case of a single
predicate, namely equality, defined by conditional equa-
tions, and the sentences that define the standard properties
of equality. The invariance relation defined by them is the
minimal model of the equality predicate. It can similarly be
shown for the minimal model in the Herbrand universe that
it has a unique homomorphism to every other model.
We use an informal language [15] for writing specifica-
tions, as shown in the example in Fig. 1. The notation
nat+char+ } } } means that these previously defined
specifications are imported and made part of this specifica-
tion. The specification defines an algebra with sorts and
operations for natural numbers, characters, and tuples
consisting of a natural number and a character, with opera-
tions for creating tuples and selecting their attributes.
A very useful mechanism for defining standard types like
tuples, sets, stacks, and trees, is the use of parameters in
specifications. Parameterized specifications can be viewed
as type constructors and have nice properties (see, e.g.,
[6, 15]). In order to specify a generic tuple type, we can
replace nat and char in the above specification by type
variables data 1 and data 2, that can later be instantiated by
specific types as actual parameters. As another example, a
generic set type is defined in Fig. 2. Given that the type bool
with its operations is included, the if ... then ...else is a ternary
parametric function of signature bool_data$_data$  data$
in the specification for bool. The parametric specification of
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bool is imported into the specification of sets, and data$ is
instantiated by bool.
Note that, in general, a specification for sets with element
type type can contain the MEM ‘‘predicate,’’ the conditional
function and the RM operation, only if equality is definable
on type [32]. Many other operations on sets can be defined
using equations (some, e.g., union and difference, are
considered later).
For brevity, we use in the rest of this paper the notations
x . i, [x1 , ..., xn], x # s, [x1 , ..., xn], for representing the
expressions ATTi (x), CREATE(x1 , ..., xn), MEM(x, s)=
TRUE, and INS(x1 , ..., INS(xn , EMPTY)), respectively.
We also use [t1 , ..., tk] to represent the type of tuples whose
attributes are of types t1 , ..., tk , and [t] to represent the type
of sets with members of type t.
As noted above, there is a close relationship between the
semantics of algebraic specifications and logic programs.
There is also, however, a fundamental difference between
the two. Logic programs are based on the formalism of
predicate calculus. The notion of a predicate is built into this
formalism as follows: a language has an arbitrary collection
of predicate names (determined by the user of the language);
the atomic formulas have the form p(x), where p is a
predicate name and x is a tuple term. The notion of a model
associates a set (a relation) with each predicate, and p(x) is
interpreted as stating that x is a member of the set corre-
sponding to p. The contents of a predicaterelation can be
defined by a Horn-clause program. The semantics of the
program determines therefore the contents of certain sets.
The semantics can be either the minimal model semantics or
the ‘‘entails’’ semantics (restricted to ground facts); they are
known to be equivalent for Horn-rule programs.
Figuratively, we may say that an external observer sees
one box, containing a program and the ‘‘entails’’ relation,
and another box, containing models of the program. The
notions of being true or false are outside the boxesthey
are part of the observer’s universe, not values in the
domains of the models. The semantics uses a default
assumption (e.g., in the choice of the minimal model as the
semantics), so a programmer must only specify the tuples
that are in the relations, not those that are not in them. For
the relational model, this is often referred to as the closed
world assumption. The assumption applies to each predicate
in the language. Thus, we have a powerful tool to define
sets and their contents, and in the typical applications of
predicate calculus and logic programs these are the only sets.
We make two observations on this approach. First, note
that this default treats true differently from false. This is due
to the fact that these are in the observer’s universe, and she
chooses to treat them differently. Also note that sets are not
values of the domain (or one of the domains, for the many-
sorted case), but are treated in a rather special way.
Now, a similar default assumption, namely that of using
the initial model, is used in algebraic specifications.
However, now we have only one predicate, namely equality.
No general notion of predicate is built in, so we have to
represent sets as values of a sort in a many-sorted algebra.
That also includes sets that we might have represented as
predicates in a predicate-based approach, e.g., database
relations. However, not every predicate is conveniently
represented as a set; sometimes we prefer to represent cer-
tain predicates as boolean-valued functions. A case in point
is the membership predicate on sets.2 To help with this task,
the booleans are represented as the constants T, F of sort
bool in the language and as corresponding values in the
models. Then we can represent membership and similar
predicates as boolean-valued functions, rather than as set
values. Note that in terms of the observer above, the
booleans have not been completely internalized (i.e., pushed
into the object level). The observer still has her notion of
truth, but this now applies only to the unique predicate that
is allowed, namely equality. In particular, the powerful
toolthe default assumption that extensions are deter-
mined in the minimal modelapplies only to extension of
equality.
It follows that to define properly a boolean-valued func-
tion like membership, it is not sufficient to provide the
positive (i.e., true) facts, by stating when the function value
is T. The negative (i.e., false) facts must also be provided, by
equating the function value on certain arguments to F, for
now T, F are just regular values, and the default mechanism
does not apply. If we only have equations that tell us when
the function value is equal to T, then in the initial algebra
the function value on all other arguments will not be equal
to T, but it will not be equal to F either; it will actually be
a ‘‘new’’ boolean value. Indeed, recall that the domain for
bool in the construction of the initial algebra is a set of
equivalence classes of terms. If a ground term is not forced
by the equations to be in the class of either T or F, then it
will be in another class; hence there will be a boolean value
that is neither T nor F. Such a situation is referred to as ‘‘the
sort boolean is not protected,’’ meaning that the booleans
fail in this algebra to be what we expect them to be. Thus,
to correctly express our intention for the membership
predicate, a specification must define a total membership
function.
Now, a total specification of membership can be accom-
plished when finite sets are defined; the specification in
Fig. 2 completely determines both positive and negative
membership for any finite set, since any such set can be
obtained from the empty set by inserting its elements one at
a time.3 The algebraic specification-based approach may,
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total functions on finite sets by structural recursion.
therefore, be adequate for relational databases with no func-
tion symbols, since there both the given and the defined
relations are finite. But, in the more general setting of
databases with richer structures, in particular in object-
oriented models, one often wants to allow functions, and the
possibility that logic programs or algebraic expressions
define infinite sets must be considered. (A similar observa-
tion applies to other extensions of databases, e.g., databases
with constraints [23].) Unfortunately, it is not all clear that
one can specify infinite sets with a totally defined mem-
bership function using the algebraic specification approach.
A solution, using negation in the form of disequations, is
presented below. We note that the restriction to positive
equations only, adopted in the classical approach, is not
without good reason; algebraic specifications are com-
putable, whereas logic programs (and also specifications, as
extended below) with negative facts may fail to be so.
2.2. Negation
The following example demonstrates how negation can be
used in specifications, and in particular its role in defining
infinite sets.
Example 1. The specification SET defines only finite
sets. Some infinite sets can also be defined using just equa-
tions. An infinite set S can be described by adding a
constant Sc to the language, and equations for making this
new constant denote S in the initial model. For example, the
infinite set Se of all even natural numbers can be described
by stating that it contains every even number. We represent
this infinite set using a new constant name sec .
opns: S ec :  [nat]
eqns: S ec=INS(2i, S
e
c)
It is easy to see (using term rewriting) that for every i1
holds:
S ec=INS(0, INS(2, ..., INS(2i, S
e
c), . . .)).
It follows that every even number is ‘‘inserted’’ into S ec .
Now, suppose we combine this specification with SET
above and consider the initial algebra. We feel that we have
a constant denoting the set of even numbers in this algebra.
But in what sense can we say that S ec really represents the
infinite set Se=[0, 2, 4, . . .]? At the least, we want it to
behave like that set under certain operations. More formally,
this can be stated as follows: Consider a mapping from the
initial model of our specification to the universe of integers
and ‘‘real’’ integer sets that maps the value corresponding to
the given constant to the set we wanted to represent. First,
we want to ascertain this is indeed a mapping, that is, it is
not the case that a value in the initial model is denoted by
two terms that we intend to represent two different sets and
that this mapping is one-to-one. In our case, this is rather
easy to prove. Two terms in the specification are made equal
if and only if they both correspond to the same finite set, or
both correspond to the set of even numbers. Next, we ask if
this mapping is an isomorphism with respect to certain set
operations? For example, suppose we want to check whether
the number x belongs to the set Se. Will MEM(x, S ec) return
the correct answer, namely T is x is even and F if x is odd?
For a finite set S, MEM(x, S) as defined in Fig. 2 defines a
total boolean-valued function that equals T if x is in S, and
F otherwise. But for the infinite set S ec MEM can be shown
to equal T if x is even, but there is no derivation that
produces equality to F for an odd number. (Naively, we
may say the computation ‘‘does not terminate’’ because S ec
is expanded to an infinite series of inserts and EMPTY is
never encountered when it is scanned in the search for a
member x.) This means, intuitively, that the membership
testing function in Fig. 2 is partial; formally ‘‘boolean is not
protected’’an undesirable situation.
To correct the specification, we add a statement that iden-
tifies the result of membership testing with F, whenever it
cannot be proved to be equal to T:
MEM(x, y){T  MEM(x, y)=F. (mem-F)
This is a conditional equation with negation. However, the
nature of the correction still remains to be made precise.
We will later consider other operations on sets, i.e., those
of algebraic languages. We certainly want these operations
to interact with those defined above for sets, particularly
with membership, in the right way even for infinite sets;
hence we take the above rule as a part of the specification of
sets, additional to that given in Fig. 2. But, this formula uses
a disequationit uses negation. The standard initial model
semantics cannot in general be used for specifications that
contain negation, since the existence of an initial model is
not guaranteed for such specifications [22, 26]. Thus, an
alternative default mechanism for choosing the desired
algebra must be provided. A similar problem exists in logic
programs with negationthe existence of a unique minimal
model is not guaranteed any more. The close relationship
between the initial model semantics for data types specification
and the minimal model approach for deductive programs
indicates that possibly similar default mechanisms should
be suitable for handling negation in both paradigms. There
has been much recent work on semantics of deductive
programs in the presence of negation in the rule bodies
[12, 2, 33, 34, 17, 11]. Which of these can be used for our
purpose?
Stratification is a syntactic restriction on programs that
prevents a predicate from recursing negatively through itself
[12, 2, 33]. A stratified program has a well-defined seman-
tics given by taking least fixpoints of successively higher
strata. But stratification cannot be used in our case, since a
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specification contains only one predicate, namely equality,
so any set of conditional equations with negation is not
stratified. (Local stratification can sometimes be used, as
explained later.)
It turns out that there are nonstratified programs for
which an intuitive semantics can be discerned. This obser-
vation led to the development of other approaches to
providing semantics for logic programs with negation that
are not necessarily stratified; The fixed point semantics (e.g.,
inflationary), an essentially operational semantics, and the
declarative well-founded [34] stable-model [17] and valid
[11] semantics. The inflationary fixed-point semantics is
not suitable for handling specifications with negation since
it is not based on the idea that inequality should be used
only when no more equalities can be derived. Thus, if we
consider the disequation (mem-F) used in the definition of
membership under inflationary semantics, it will be applied
in the first step, when all sets are empty and will make all
facts of the form MEM(x, S)=F true! The declarative
semantics mentioned above, on the other hand, are based
on the idea of using negation only as a ‘‘last resort,’’ hence,
seem more suitable for our problem. Of these three, the
stable model semantics does not choose a unique model,
whereas the well-founded and valid semantics are defined
and unique for each program; hence we consider them
only.4
In general the well-founded semantics is 3-valued: an
atom may be true, false, or undefined. The same holds for
the valid semantics. Also, if the value of an atom is defined
in the well-founded semantics, it is defined and has the same
value in the valid semantics. The latter may, however, assign
truth values to atoms left undefined by the well-founded
semantics. That is, it is a more powerful semantics. In
particular, if the well-founded semantics has a two-valued
model for a program, then the valid semantics agrees with
it on the program [11]. For our development below, of the
semantics of algebraic specifications with negation, both
approaches can do equally well, and actually they agree on
the specifications we need for the sequel. We use the well-
founded semantics, as it is better known.5
We present below a brief summary of the well-founded
model semantics, its properties, and how it is used for
defining semantics for algebraic specifications with nega-
tion. (For a formal definition of the well-founded model
semantics see [34]; for the use of negation in specifications
see also [27].) The well-founded model of a deductive
program P is a pair (T, F), representing a 3-valued model
with T the set of true facts, F the set of false facts (guaran-
teed to be disjoint to T), and the complement of T _ F in
the Herbrand base as the set of undefined facts. The model
is defined in stages, as follows: Initially, all the truth values
of all facts are undefined: T0=F0=<. At a stage i, we have
Ti , Fi . We first apply the rules of the program using
positively (to satisfy positive body literals) only facts of Ti ,
and using negatively (to satisfy negative literals) only facts
in Fi . The facts that are derived are considered to be
certainly true and are added to Ti to form Ti+1. Next, we
consider all the possible derivations using the given
program, starting from the current set Ti+1 , in which all
facts not in Ti+1 are allowed to be used negatively. Facts
that are so derived are referred to as possibly true, and the
set is easily seen to contain Ti+1. The complementthe
facts that are not derivable in any such derivationare
assumed to be certainly false, and they constitute Fi+1 . The
process is repeated until no more certainly true and
certainly false facts can be derived. It is guaranteed to
produce sets T, F that are disjoint. Note that a single stage
may consist of an infinite fixpoint computation. Hence the
‘‘process’’ just described is not effective in general.
The following properties of the process and the sets
generated in it are used in the sequel. The sequences Ti , Fi
are monotonically increasing to their respective limits
T, F. From the description above, it can be seen that Fi is
a function of Ti only. When Ti=Ti+1 then also Fi=Fi+1.
The set of possibly true facts computed for stage i is the
complement of Fi+1; hence it contains not only Ti+1 but
also T. Finally, note that the body of each rule of the
program, under any substitution, is either true, false, or
undefined in the well-founded model, and if it is true then so
is the head (for otherwise the head should be added to the
final T). Thus, if the model is 2-valued, then it is a model
in the standard sense of the program.
A specification SPEC can be viewed as a deductive
program with ‘‘=’’ being the only predicate. Condition
equations (and disequations) of SPEC are facts (i.e., rules
with empty bodies); as seen in rule (mem-F), rules with non-
empty bodies may also be used. Also, the standard equality
axioms (transitivity, symmetry, reflexivity, and substitu-
tion) are rules. Taking a well-founded model approach, the
deductive version of SPEC has a 3-valued interpretation,
say (T, F). The facts in T represent pairs of terms that are
equal, the facts in F are pairs of unequal terms, and the rest
are equalities whose status is undefined. This is called the
well-founded interpretation or model of SPEC. Note that T
satisfies the axioms of equality, so is a congruence relation.
To illustrate the idea, consider the definition of S ec , and
the membership test as defined in Fig. 2 with the additional
rule (mem-F). The equations for MEM in Fig. 2 use no
negation, and also no mention of F, so the facts they intro-
duce into T do not rely on any fact being used negatively.
One can easily see that for each even number x, the fact
MEM(x, S ec)=T can be derived without using any fact
negatively; hence it is in T. Even after all such facts are put
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approaches that produce a unique model.
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in T, and using any fact not in T negatively, no fact of this
form for any odd x can ever be derived. Hence all the facts
MEM(x, S ec)=T, where x is odd are put into F (meaning
that certainly MEM(x, S ec){T ). Similarly, no fact of the
form MEM(x, S ec)=F, where x is even, can be derived,
so these are put into F. Now, we can use the rule with
negation to derive that for each odd number x the fact
MEM(x, S ec)=F is in T. These are the final values of the
two sets (for MEM facts). Thus, for each x, precisely one of
MEM(x, S ec)=T, MEM(x, S
e
c)=F is in T, and the other is
in F, so MEM is a total function in the well-founded inter-
pretation.
It is easy to see that all equalities of set terms are deter-
mined by the rules in Fig. 2. No rules uses negation, so after
these equalities are put into T, all other equalities are put
into F. Essentially, for the part that uses no negation, the
minimal model and the well-founded semantics agree. Note
that we have shown that the well-founded interpretation is
for this example 2-valued, rather than 3-valued, and that, in
this example, negation with the well-founded semantics
simulates the standard semantics of the part of the universe
of sets we wanted to specify. We show later that this holds
for more general cases.
Consider now the general case of specifications with dis-
equations. For an algebraic approach, we need to associate
an algebra with the interpretation. As in the case of the
initial algebra, we expect such an algebra to be obtained as
the quotient of the interpretation modulo some collection of
equalities that forms a congruence relation. Naturally, T
should be included in the congruence. That is, we consider
the algebras that agree with the well-founded interpretation
on the true facts to be the ‘‘more natural’’ candidates of
being models of SPEC. As mentioned above, the set T in
the well-founded interpretation is a congruence relation;
hence it gives rise to a candidate algebra. But note that we
also allow algebras, where equalities in F hold, as the falsity
of equalities in F is not a consequence of the rules, but
rather it is obtained by some default reasoning from the lack
of derivations for these facts. The same approach is used in
classical specifications; the models are the algebras that
agree with the derivable set of true facts. An algebra so
obtained is model of SPEC if it satisfies all its formulas. We
call such algebras well-founded.
Definition 2.2. An algebra ASPEC is a well-founded
algebra of SPEC iff it is a model of SPEC, and exp1=
exp2 # T implies that exp1=exp2 holds in ASPEC .
Note that, as seen in Example 2 below, there exists a
specification and a congruence relation that contains T,
actually T itself, that gives rise to a quotient algebra that is
not a model of the specification.
Since, intuitively, a specification is supposed to specify a
unique data type, a default mechanism must be provided to
choose one well-founded algebra, if more than one exists.
Following the traditional initial model approach, we choose
the well-founded algebra such that there exists a unique
homomorphism from it to each of the other well-founded
algebras of SPEC. We call this algebra the initial well-
founded model of SPEC.6
Note the difference between the traditional initial model
and the initial well-founded model. An initial model must
have a unique homomorphism to any of the algebras of
SPEC, while an initial well-founded model must have
unique homomorphisms only to the well-founded algebras.
(When negation is not used, the concepts are equivalent.)
This allows a well-founded initial model to exist in more
cases. For example, in the specification of the set of even
numbers above, for every number x, precisely one of
MEM(x, S ec)=T, MEM(x, S
e
c)=F holds. It is easy to see
that for this specification the quotient term algebra defined
by the well-founded interpretation is the initial well-founded
algebra.
However, there exist specifications that do not have an
initial well-founded model.
Example 2. Consider SPEC defining a sort s with three
constants a, b, and c, using the (generalized conditional)
equations:
a{b  a=c
a{c  a=b.
Starting with T, F both empty, and assuming that all facts
not in T can be used negatively, we obtain possible deriva-
tions for a=b, a=c. Hence, none of these two facts is
certainly false. Thus, we cannot derive any equality as being
certainly true, i.e., in T. That is, the well-founded model for
the equality predicates is (T=<, F=<). Note that the
quotient modulo T is an algebra that is not a model of
SPEC. There are three well-founded algebras: an algebra,
where a=b=c; an algebra, where a=b{c; and an algebra,
where a=c{b. However, none of these is initial because
they do not satisfy the condition of a unique homo-
morphism to the other two. Indeed, any homomorphism
must map the element denoted by a in one algebra to the
element denoted by it in the other, and similarly for b, c. It
is easy to see that such a function between any two of the
algebras does not exist. The symmetry in the two given
conditional equations leads to the existence of two different,
incompatible algebras (which can be viewed as obtained by
nondeterministically choosing one of the two disequations
to apply.)
Moreover, it turns out that deciding the existence of an
initial well-founded model is undecidable.
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Proposition 2.3. (1) It is undecidable whether a speci-
fication with negation has an initial well-founded model.
(2) If only 0-ary functions are used in the specification
(i.e., only constants), then the problem becomes decidable.
Proof. We first prove the first. The proof is rather simple
and works by reduction to the problem of proving a ground
equation from SPEC, known to be undecidable [15]. Given
a specification SPEC=(S, OP, E), where E does not
contain negation, and a ground equation exp1=exp2 of
expressions of sort s0 , we construct a specification SPEC$
such that the equation is derivable from SPEC iff SPEC$
has an initial well-founded algebra.
SPEC$=SPEC+
opns : a :  s0
eqns : exp1{exp2  exp1=a
exp1{a  exp1=exp2
It is easy to see that if exp1=exp2 follows from SPEC,
then SPEC$ has an initial well-founded algebra where
exp1=exp2{a, while if exp1=exp2 does not follow from
SPEC then SPEC$ has three different types of algebras:
those where exp1=exp2=a, those where exp1=exp2{a,
and those where exp1=a{exp2. But none of these algebras
is initial since there is no homomorphism from it to the
algebras in the other two groups. It follows that SPEC$ has
an initial well-founded algebra iff exp1=exp2 is derivable
from SPEC.
The decidability in the second part follows from the fact
that the number of different terms in such specifications
is finite. Thus, T and F can be computed in finite time,
and so can all the possible well-founded algebras over the
language of SPEC. Checking whether one of them is initial,
can again be done in finite time. K
The (un)decidability result follows from the close rela-
tionship between logical implication (which is undecidable
in general, but decidable for finite domains) and the initial
well-founded algebra semantics.
The above result shows that the difficulty of writing
correct specifications increases when negation is used.
However, we need negation for defining correctly sets, and
operations on them. Fortunately, it turns out that there
exists a large and quite expressive family of specifications
that are restricted in a way that assures the existence of
initial well-founded model, and the specifications for sets, as
we have presented so far and as extended in the sequel, are
in this family. We call specifications that have an initial well-
founded model well-defined.
Proposition 2.4. If the well-founded interpretation of
SPEC is 2-valued then the algebra obtained by taking the
quotient of the free algebra of SPEC over the congruence
relation defined by T is an initial well-founded model of
SPEC.
Proof. We first show that the quotient algebra is a
model of SPEC. Recall that if the well-founded interpreta-
tion is 2-valued, then it is a standard model of SPEC. It
easily follows that the quotient algebra, where every two
terms in T represent the same element and every two terms
in F represent different elements, is also a model of SPEC.
It is also well-founded, since the equal terms are exactly the
pair of terms in T.
Next, we show that the algebra is initial. We prove that
there exists a unique homomorphism from the quotient
algebra to any other well-founded model, by presenting the
homomorphism and showing its uniqueness. The mapping
is the same as the one presented in the literature for the case
of specifications without negation [15]. It maps every
constantfunction in the quotient algebra to the corre-
sponding constantfunction in the target algebra. The
mapping of more complex terms is defined inductively. The
uniqueness proof is identical to the one in the classical case
(for details see [15]). Essentially, the classical proof works
since we use T rather than some superset as the congruence
relation. K
We note that being well-defined is only a condition that
allows us to show that a specification has an initial well-
founded model. We still need to prove that this model is the
one we intended to specify. In particular, all imported types
have to be protected. For our specification of sets that
means that int, bool have to be protected and that the
algebra is isomorphic to the subalgebra of real sets over
the integers containing the finite sets and the set of even
numbers. We sketched some details of the proof above. It
is quite easy to prove that int is protected. As MEM is
total and only boolean-valued function, the only possibility
for bool not to be protected is if MEM(t, S1)=T and
MEM(t, S2)=F hold, and S1=S2 is in T. As we know
what equalities hold between set terms, we can prove this
does not occur. Note that if we add any equality, we make
two terms that correspond to distinct sets equal and, via
MEM, that will destroy bool. Thus, the initial well-founded
model is the only well-founded algebra of this specification
that protects bool.
2.3. Predicates
The specification approach presented above can be
extended by adding a set P of typed predicate names and
using generalized Horn-clauses instead of simple (condi-
tional) equations. Thus, it allows a full language of the
predicate calculus. Each clause has the form Q1 , ...,
Qn  Q0 , where Qi is an atomic formula of the form R(x),
or an equation exp1=exp2 . The structures of this language
consist of domains with operations defined on them and of
relations that are restricted by signatures specified for them
in the language. For a given set of formulas, a unique model
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can be selected by using a default mechanism. The simplest
approach is to take the minimal model, as for logic
programs. Now, restricting attention to the terms and the
equalities on them in this model, one takes the quotient to
obtain an algebra. It is easy to show that the predicates are
well defined in this quotient. This gives the initial model
of the specification. This generalizes both the minimal
model approach to logic programs and the initial algebra
approach to specification of data types, and allows us to
specify simultaneously a collection of data types, namely an
algebra and a database on top.
Allowing us to use negation in rule bodies, the well-
founded initial model in this extended framework generalizes
both the initial well-founded model approach to equational
specification and the deductive well-founded model
approach. In particular, when there are no predicates it is
exactly the initial well-founded model and, when there are
no equations, it is the well-founded model in the Herbrand
universe. In the special (but probably more practical) case
that the formulas consist of two separate parts, one for
defining data types and the other for defining the predicates,
then the initial well-founded model consist of the initial
algebra of the types specification and, on top, the well-
founded model of the predicates [5].
3. DATABASES AND QUERIES
Let us now consider how a database, and how queries on
a database can be specified. To define a data base we need
to provide a specification for the underlying data types, and
additionally, define the database contents. Query specifica-
tion uses a similar framework. There are basically two
approaches to database and query definition:
3.1. Predicative Style Definition and Languages
The first approach is to use predicates. It is the approach
commonly assumed in the literature for database specifica-
tion. For example, a relational database is a collection
of formulas in a many-sorted language that contains the
following: (i) A specification of certain atomic types
(usually called ‘‘built-in’’), and a specification of certain
tuples types over these atomic types (these are the tuples
used in relations); (ii) a specification of the database
contents in the form of a collection of ground atomic
formulas of the form Ri (t), where Ri is a predicate symbol
in a given collection of names of database relations. The
semantics, the initial model, has the initial algebra of (i) as
the domain (with tuple construction and attribute selection
operations) and additionally has relations that satisfy
the formulas of (ii). In general, a database definition will
contain one part (denoted by SPEC) that specifies atomic
and composite domains, with their operations, and another
part (denoted by DB) consisting of ground atomic formulas,
the database contents.7 A more elaborate approach to
content specification is to use Horn-clauses instead of
simple ground formulas. In either case, the database content
is normally defined assuming as given the sorts and opera-
tions of SPEC. Different instances of a given database
schema have the same types of specification and different
database content specifications. We assume that the data
types used in the database are well defined; i.e., their
specification has an initial well-founded model. Since our
formalism allows us to define domains of sets, or domains of
arbitrary ADTs, the nested relationscomplex object models
and models that allow attribute values to be arbitrary ADTs
are special cases.
The query languages for such databases use predicates;
these are the (predicate) calculus and various deductive
languages. A calculus query has the form q=[x | ,(x)],
where , is a first-order formula, whose atomic formulas are
of the form Ri (xj), and exp1=exp2 .8 The Ri ’s denote the
database relations. The meaning of a query is defined in the
standard way: each Ri is instantiated by the actual database
relation, and the formula is then evaluated. The scopes of
the quantifiers are the domains of the sorts in the underlying
algebra. The result contains all the elements that satisfy the
formula. A deductive query consists of a set of rules of the
form Q1 , ..., Qn  Ri (x), where Qj is an atomic formula
(Ri (xj), exp1=exp2) or a negated atomic formula, and a
query of the form ‘‘R(x)?.’’ The answer is obtained by
computing a model (e.g., the well-founded model) of the
program over the given database.9 In special cases the
answer can be computed by simpler methods. E.g., if the
program is stratified, then the answer can obtained by
successively computing the minimal model of each stratum,
and if it does not contain negation then it suffices to
compute the minimal model.
3.2. Functional Style Definition and Languages
The alternative approach is to assume that the database
contents is a finite collection of named sets. In this approach
no predicates (except equality) are used. The sets are values,
represented by named constants, and their contents are
specified by (conditional) equations, or more generally by
rules with negation that involve only equalities. For example,
a database relation Ri that contains elements a1 , ..., an of
type ti can be represented by a constant Rai :  [ti] that is
defined using the equation Rai =[a1 , ..., an]. In general,
equations of the form Rai =exp can be used for defining
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loss of generality.
9 An alternative is to compute the answer by importing SPEC and DB,
and computing the initial well-founded model of the resulting program.
the contents of the relations. Again, we assume that the
relations are well defined, i.e., that their specifications have
an initial well-founded model.
The appropriate query language is a functional language.
The query result is represented by a constant Q that is
defined using an equation of the form Q=exp . The query
specification additionally includes definitions for all the
types and functions used in exp, that are not defined in
SPEC and DB, and is required to have an initial well-
founded model. When a functional query is applied to a
database, each relation name Rai is instantiated by the
actual database relation and the query is then evaluated.
This has the same affect as importing the data types and the
database contents specifications and computing the initial
well-founded model of the combined specification.
In database practice and research so far, more restricted
languages have been the focus of attention. The restriction
consists of allowing to use in exp above only a specific set of
predefined operators @OP (mostly operations on sets). For
example, in the relational algebra, queries are defined only
using the operators select, project, join, etc. We call such a
set of operations the @OP algebra and the queries (data-
bases) defined using the operators the @OP-algebra queries
(databases). The @OP-algebra is a restricted version of the
general functional approach since the user is not allowed
to define arbitrary new functions, but rather uses only
the predefined operations. It is nevertheless a functional
language.
3.3. On the Two Paradigms
We have seen that two styles can be used for database
definition and for query languages, namely predicative and
functional. The first question that arises is whether every
database can be expressed in both paradigms. More specifi-
cally, can a database that can be defined in one of these
styles also be defined in the other? The answer may depend
of course on the specific language (including its semantics)
used to implement each paradigm. For example, it is clear
that the two styles are equivalent for database definition
when database contents is specified by enumeration: If
predicates are defined by ground atomic formulas Ri (a1), ...,
Ri (an) (as in the relational model), they can be represented
by sets using equations Rai =[a1 , ..., an], and vice versa. The
problem is more difficult when databases can be defined by
more general programs. As most research has dealt with
relational databases, this issue has not received attention so
far.
Another important question is whether for a database
that is definable in both ways we can express the same
queries in both paradigms. We note that understanding the
relative power of query languages in terms of the queries
they can express can also shed light on their relative power
to define database contents. Hence, our investigation of the
two problems is intertwined.
These two questions are a primary subject of this work.
Let us briefly consider how the two paradigms were used
in the relational and nested relational models. In the rela-
tional model, the calculus is purely predicative; i.e., all given
and defined sets are treated as predicates, and the algebra is
purely functional and treats all sets as values. Codd’s major
result states the equivalence of the two approaches. In the
nested relational model, the calculus [1, 20] treats outer-
most sets as predicates, and nested sets as values. However,
keeping the predicative spirit, only the membership opera-
tion is provided for these values. The ability to generate new
set values is provided by having variables of set types, whose
values are determined by logical formulas. The algebras,
such as the one in [1], treat all sets as values and provide
a set of operations for the manipulation and creation of set
values. In this model also, the basic equivalence result holds
in principle, except that the algebra has two versions of
inequivalent power and one has to distinguish two corre-
sponding calculus languages.
4. ALGEBRAS AND GENERALIZATIONS
In this section we present an algebra that generalizes
the relational and the complex object algebras and show
that the operations in it can be specified using the approach
of initial well-founded algebra. Actually, we present several
algebras, not one, and also functional languages that
generalize them. These are the functional languages that are
investigated in this work.
We use parameterized specifications for describing
generic operators and concentrate on three kinds of opera-
tions:
(i) manipulation operations (like _, _, &) that
manipulate sets without changing or looking at their
elements (except for testing equality);
(ii) filters that iterate over one set and change its
members or test if certain conditions are satisfied, including:
(a) local filters that operate on each element
separately, including the operation _test that selects set
elements using some boolean-valued test, a MAPf operator
that restructures each element in a set using some restruc-
turing function f, and a general UNNEST operation;
(b) semi-local filters like NESTf1, f2 that process
together several set elements;
(c) global filters, like the general aggregator
AGGRg, h, unit that may use the whole set for producing the
result;10
(iii) a fixed point operator IFPexp that computes the
fixed point of an expression exp constructed from the above
operators.
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The important point is that these operations can all be
specified in the algebraic specification style, using the initial
well-founded algebra semantics; thus the algebras based on
them [21, 9, 28] are covered by our framework. We start by
presenting full specifications of the above operations
(followed by a short explanation) and then investigate their
properties. In particular we consider the question whether
the operations are well defined, i.e., whether the specifica-
tion has an initial well-founded model. Our specification
includes Fig. 2, and the additional rule (mem-F) for MEM;
below we only provide the additional operations and their
properties.
4.1. The Manipulation and Filter Operations
The specifications for the first two kinds of operations are
given in Figs. 3 and 4.
Remarks. v Note that the selection criteria test used
in _test must be a boolean valued function; i.e., for every
element a of the domain test(a) must equal T or F.
v The UNNEST operator operates on a set of tuples
where one of the attributes is of type set and replaces every
original tuple [a1 , ..., an&1 , [a1n } } } a
k
n]] by the tuples
[a1 , ..., a1n], ..., [a1 , ..., a
k
n]. Similar specifications can be
used for decomposing tuples having attributes of other
complex types, such as trees and stacks.
v The GROUP operator gets as input an element a and
a set s, collects all the elements of s having the same result
for f1 as a, and restructures them using f2 . NEST replaces
each set member a by a tuple where the first attribute
contains f1(a), and the second attribute contains the group
of all elements having the same result for f1 (restructured
FIG. 3. Manipulation and filter operations.
by f2). For defining the standard nesting operation on
tuples, we can use f1(x)=[x . 1, ..., x .n&1], and a restruc-
turing function f2(x)=x .n.
v The operator AGGRunit, g, h iterates over the elements
of the set in some arbitrary order. It applies the function h
on each element and aggregates the results using the func-
tion h. Note that the specification of the operator is correct
only if the function g is commutative. An aggregator that
uses noncommutative g can be defined if the members of the
sets are ordered [21].
v The above operators are generic and can operate on
sets with arbitrary element types (providing that equality is
definable on the type of the elements of the sets). However,
although it seems that the operators are also generic in the
functions test, f, g, h, and unit, this is not really the case. Our
framework is strictly first order, and function variables are
not available, thus separate specifications must be provided
for different functions. The definitions above can be viewed
as the macro definition, where the actual function needs to
be substituted to obtain a concrete specification for a given
function. For the work in this paper, this weak form of
genericity is sufficient.
For example, _EQ(x . 1, 8) can be used to denote selecting
tuples where the first attribute equals 8, MAP[x . 1, x . 2]
denotes projection of the first and the second attributes, and
AGGR(+, id, 0) denotes the sum function.
4.2. The Fixed-Point Operator
In addition to the above operators, we also consider
a generic fixed point operator IFP. Let x0 , x1 , ..., xn be
variables of set types [s0], [s1], ..., [sn], respectively, and
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FIG. 4. Equations for manipulation and filter operations.
let exp(x0 , x1 , ..., xn) be some algebra expression of type
[s0]. We use the notation exp(x0 , x1 , ..., xn): [s0], [s1], ...,
[sn]  [s0], to denote that fact that for every instantiation
R0 , R1 , ..., Rn for the variables x0 , x1 , ..., xn , exp(R0 ,
R1 , ..., Rn) is a set of type [s0]. The operator IFPexp, x0 :
[s1], ..., [sn]  [s0], computes the (inflationary) fixed
FIG. 5. The IFP operation.
point of exp with respect to x0 , i.e., for every instantiation
R1 , ..., Rn for the variables x1 , ..., xn , respectively, the fixed
point is computed by first instantiating x0 by the empty set
EMPTY, applying exp on EMPTY, R1 , ..., Rn , and then
successively at each step instantiating x0 by the set obtained
in the previous step, applying exp, and accumulating the
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results. The mechanism for defining the IFP operator is
given in Fig. 5. We first define an auxiliary function Fexp, x0 :
nat, [s1], ..., [sn]  [s0], that for any given i and any
instantiation for x1 , ..., xn , computes the result of i suc-
cessive applications of exp. Then, the limit of the monotonic
sequence Fexp, x0(i, ...), Fexp, x0(i+1, ...), ... (i.e., the fixed
point of exp) is obtained by taking the union of all the sets
in the sequence. For this we define an auxiliary function
IFP$ whose value for all i is that limit. (Observe that is
defining equation is not a recursive definition.)
Note that the fixpoint operation may produce finite sets;
hence the extra rule (mem-F) for MEM is indeed needed.
Finally, since in some cases the result of applying the IFP
operation is not an infinite set and we would like to use the
regular definition of membership, we also add the last
conditional equation that assures that whenever exp has a
finite limit, this limit is made equal to a ‘‘real’’ finite set,
rather then being represented by an infinite union.
For brevity, whenever the same of the variable x0 is clear
from the context (for example, if exp has only one variable)
we shall use IFPexp to denote IFPexp, x0 .
4.3. Mutual Fixed Points
So far we considered only the fixed point of a single
expression. However, we can also express in our language
mutual fixed points of several expressions. Let expj (x10 , ...,
xn0 , x1 , ..., xk), j=1 } } } n, be algebra expressions of arity
[s10], ..., [s
n
0], [s1], ..., [sk]  [s
j
0], respectively. For every
instantiation R1 , ..., Rk for x1 , ..., xk their mutual fixed
points are obtained as follows: First instantiate x10 , ..., x
n
0 to
the empty sets. Then successively at each step apply the
expressions on the current values of the variables; then
instantiate each x j0 by adding the result returned by expj .
The final result is obtained by accumulating the results. The
reason we can express mutual fixed points is that we have
the product (_) and projection (MAPx . j) operations. Thus,
we can ‘‘pack’’ n set arguments into a set of n-tuples using
the product, simulate the mutual fixed point by a single
fixed point (using projection to access components o the
tuples), and finally use projection to decompose the final
result. Specifically, we use the expression IFPexp, x0(x1 , ..., xk),
where x0 is of type [[s10 , ..., s
n
0]], and
exp=exp1([61(x0), ..., 6n(x0), x1 , ..., xk])_ } } }
_expn([61(x0), ..., 6n(x0), x1 , ..., xk]).11
The variable x0 , with respect to which the fixed point is
computed, represents the cartesian product of the variables
x10 , ..., x
n
0 . We denote the j th component of (mutual) fixed
point by IFPnexpj . To extract this component from the above
cartesian product we have to project the j th attribute of the
result. Thus
IFPnexpj (x1 , ..., xk)=6j (IFPexp, x0(x1 , ..., xk)).
The IFP operator, and in particular mutual fixed point
computation, is very useful for expressing recursive com-
putations. We shall consider its properties in the sequel and
show how it can be used for defining computations similar
to those expressed by deductive programs.
Example 3. Given a specification with sorts s1 , ..., sn ,
the fixed point operator can be used for describing the
(possibly infinite) sets dom(si), i=1 } } } n, that contain all
and only the elements of type si , respectively, that is, the
domains of the sorts:
expi (x10 , ..., x
n
0)
=[c | c is a constant function of arity:  xi]
_ ( [MAPfj (x
j1
0 _ } } } _x
jk
0 ) | fj is a
function of arity sj1 , ..., sjk  si]).
IFPnexpi then represents in the initial well-founded model the
(possibly infinite) set dom(si). Note that expj does not
contain any variables other then the fixed point variables
x10 , ..., x
n
0 . Thus IFP
n
expi
is of arity:  [si]; i.e., it is a set
constant.
In the following we consider an algebra that does not use
IFP, but which contains constants that denote the domains
of the sorts. As just shown, this can be viewed as a restricted
special use of IFP.
4.4. Correctness
It is important to note that, while many works assume
a finite database and no functions, we allow functions on
the domains, such as addition n numbers; hence the fixed
point operator may generate infinite sets. Thus, as already
explained, negation needs to be used to correctly define the
membership function.
As stated in Section 2, we use the well-founded model
approach to define the semantic of the specifications.
(Although IFP is an inflationary fixed point operation,
using the inflationary fixed point for the semantics of
specifications is wrong, since the disequation (mem-F)
would then be applied in the first step.) A natural question
is whether the above operations, and in particular the fixed-
point operator are well defined and correct, i.e., whether the
specification of the operations has an initial well-founded
model, and if so, does this model reflect the intended
universe and its operations. To understand the problem
note that the definition of the difference operation uses
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membership. Thus, we need to provide semantics for expres-
sions that may involve several nested applications of
difference and IFP and for applications of MEM that
involve such expressions. Obviously, the disequation
(mem-F) is now used, not only in the last step of a well-
founded computation, but in several distinct steps. The well-
founded model of the deductive version of a specification
still exists and is unique, since it has these properties for all
logic programs, but the questions of whether it gives rise to
an initial well-founded algebra and whether it is the desired
algebra arises.
Theorem 4.1. Let A be an algebra with the (imported )
sorts t1 , ..., tn (with equality) including bool, and let SPEC be
a specification that extends A that for every type ti defines a
set type [ti], with the operations EMPTY, INS, RM, MEM,
_, _, &, _, MAP, UNNEST, NEST, AGGR, IFP, IFP$, F,
as defined in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and in disequation (mem-F).
Then the deductive version of SPEC has a 2-valued well-
founded model; hence SPEC is well-definedit has an initial
well-founded algebra. Furthermore, this algebra protects the
imported types, particularly bool, and is isomorphic to a
subalgebra of real sets over the given types.12
The proof of the above theorem is rather technical and
not essential for understanding the rest of the paper. It is
therefore deferred to the Appendix.
4.5. The Functional Languages
We now define the functional languages of interest to us.
4.5.1. Algebras. We consider the following algebras.
Definition 4.2. The IFP-algebra is the consisting the
operations _, &, _, _, MAP and IFP. The S-algebra is
a restricted version of the IFP-algebra, where the IFP
operator is used only to construct sets dom(si) representing
the sort domains (and showed in Example 3) and nowhere
else. The algebra does not contain the IFP operator at all
(i.e., not even the domain constants).
Note that the operators UNNEST, NEST, and AGGR
are not included in these algebras. We shall consider their
properties separately.
4.5.2. Algebras with Equations. The above algebraic
paradigm can be enriched by allowing the programmer to
add new operation names to the language and to use equa-
tions to define their properties. However, if no restrictions
are posed, then the resulting language is a very general
functional language that allows defining any specification.
We restrict the language as follows: Given one of the
algebras, we allow augmenting it by a set of new operations,
but we allow only new operations with input and output
parameters of set type. To define n new operations, f1 , ..., fn ,
one writes n equations of the form fi (x1 , ..., xn)=
exp(x1 , ..., xn), where exp is an algebraic expression that
contains no variables other than x1 , ..., xn and uses the
algebraic operations of the algebra and, possibly, also some
or all of f1 , ..., fn . For a given algebra (i.e., set of the opera-
tions) this can be viewed as an extension of the algebra with
recursion, although actually it is somewhat more general
since the equations are not restricted in any way; i.e., they
are not required to be recursion equations. We will refer to
such a language as the extension of the algebra with recur-
sion. The restricted framework allows one to define new
operations only in terms of a specific set of predefined
operators.
Note that this language is not an extension of the algebra
with structural recursion. Indeed, a typical use of the latter
is to define a function on (finite) sets by structure on their
contents. The definition of MEM for finite sets has this
form. Our restrictions on equations rule out such defini-
tions.
Example 4. The operator & : [t], [t]  [t] (intersec-
tion) can be defined using the operator & and the equation
x & y=x&(x& y). Similarly, an exclusive-or operator
 : [t], [t]  [t] can be defined with the equation xy=
(x& y) _ ( y&x). These do not use the defined operation in
the right-hand side of the equation. As an example of a
recursive definition, given a binary relation R, we may
define its transitive closure by T=T _ (T b R), where b is a
suitable combination of product, selection, and projection.
Finally, recall the definitions of S ec . The definition uses an
integer variable i which is not of set type; hence it is not
allowed in our language. Another possible definition for this
constant is
S ec=[0] _ MAP+2(S
e
c),
stating that the set Se is such that increasing all the members
by 2, and adding the number 0 to the set, results in the
original set Se. Since [0] is a constant of the algebra, this
definition satisfies the restrictions. Given Theorem 4.1, it
can be seen that this extension of any of our algebras by S ec
has the desired semantics.
As another example for a recursive definition, we consider
a game that was one of the examples leading to the
formalization of the well-founded and stable models’ seman-
tics [34]. Consider a game where one wins if the opponent
has no moves (as in checkers). Assume the relation MOVE
represents the possible moves. The set WIN of all winning
positions is defined by the recursive equation
WIN=?1(MOVE&((?1 MOVE)_WIN))
(where ?i , i=1, 2, is a shorthand for MAPx . i). The equation
defines WIN to be the set containing all positions in the first
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column of MOVE, where the next position is not a winning
one. Note that the equation contains subtraction (hence,
inversion of T and F for membership). We shall show in the
following that equation of this form may not have a well-
defined model. (If the MOVE relation is acyclic then the
well-founded interpretation is 2-valued, and an initial well-
founded model exists. This is not the case, however, for
cyclic MOVE.)
We denote the algebra and the IFP-algebra, augmented
with the capability of defining new operations by equations
as above, algebra=, and IFP-algebra=, respectively.
Clearly, if the definitions are restricted to be nonrecursive,
i.e., the defined operations cannot be used in the right-hand
sides, the expressive power of the languages is not increased
(every new operation can be expressed by an algebra expres-
sion containing no new operations). The extension is then
just a convenience for modular programming, as it allows
one to name frequently used expressions and then to use
these names instead of the expressions. If recursive defini-
tions are used, then the above extension is no longer just
syntactic sugar and, as we show below, it increases the
expressive power of the languages.
Whereas Theorem 4.1 guarantees that the algebraic
languages are well-defined and the semantics agrees with
our intentions, we do not have a corresponding result for
algebras with equations. For example consider the constant
S, defined by
S=[a]&S.
Recall that the definition of the & operator performs
inversion of membership. A well-founded computation
starts with T, F=<. In particular, MEM(a, S)=T is not
in T. Assuming it is in F, we can use the disequation to
conclude MEM(a, S)=F. Then using the definition of &,
will allow us to derive MEM(a, S)=T. So there is a poten-
tial derivation of MEM(a, S)=T but not a sure one. Hence,
MEM(a, S)=T is not put into F, and the conclusion is
that both T and F retain their initial values (with respect
to this fact). It follows that in the well-founded semantics
the membership status of a in S is undefined. Now consider
the possible well-founded algebras of the specification. Each
such algebra must be a model of the specification. The
only possible model is where MEM(a, S)=T and also
MEM(a, S)=F. Thus in every well-founded algebra of the
specification we have that T=F; i.e., bool is not protected.
This in particular means that the initial well-founded
algebra does not protect bool and identifies T and F, which
is clearly not something we want to do.
A similar observation holds in some cases for the WIN set
defined in the previous example. If the MOVE relation con-
tains, for example, the tuple [a, a], then the membership
status of a in WIN will be undefined and in the initial model
T and F will be identified.
Clearly, we are only interested in algebras that capture
the intuition that the bool type has two distinct elements,
T and F. We therefore refine the definition of the initial well-
founded model and from now on give that name only to the
initial well-founded models that protect the booleans.
In general, it turns out that syntactic analysis is not suf-
ficient for determining whether such a program has such an
initial well-founded model.
Proposition 4.3. It is undecidable whether an algebra=
(IFP-algebra=) query has an initial well-founded model. (We
assume an underlying domain with equality and at least one
constant.)
Proof. Given an algebra= program P, we can assume
w.l.o.g. that it defines a set S, for otherwise we can simply
add such a definition. Given this, and an element a, we
construct an algebra= program P$ such that P$ has an
initial well-founded model iff a  S, as follows: We take P,
add to the language a new set constant S$, and define it
using the equation
S$=_EQ(x, a)(S)&S$.
Now, if a # S, then using the same argument as in the
previous example, P$ does not have an initial well-founded
model, but if a  S then a  S$, and an initial well-founded
model for P$ (in which S$ is empty) exists. It follows that P$
has an initial well-founded model iff a  S in the model of P.
But, in Section 8 (Proposition 8.10) we show that the
problem whether a # S for some set S defined by an
algebra= program is undecidable. K
This result is not surprising. We prove in Section 8 that
algebra= has the same expressive power as general deduc-
tive programming under the well-founded semantics. Thus
clearly it suffers from similar undecidability problems.
Theorem 4.1 states that IFP-algebra programs always
have initial well-founded models. The above proposition
states that this is not the case for algebra= programs.
Thus, clearly the expressive power of the two languages
is different. An interesting question is whether they are
comparable. The only possibility is, of course, that algebra=
is more powerful.
Note that the program (equations) defining the IFP
operator is not an algebra= program (since the auxiliary
function Fexp(i) used in the definition has an input variable
that is not of set type). However, it is well known, and also
shown in Example 4, that equations can be used to describe
recursive computations. One can expect to be able to
describe fixed-point computations by equations without
explicitly using a fixed-point operator. In particular, let
exp(x0 , x1 , ..., xn): [s0], [s1], ..., [sn]  [s0] be an algebra
expression, and let S : [s1], ..., [sn]  [s0] be a new opera-
tion name defined by the equation S(x1 , ..., xn)=exp(S,
x1 , ..., xn).
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Intuitively, the equation defines S to be a fixed point of
exp w.r.t. x0 . The definition of S ec in Example 4 is of this
kind. While S is a ‘‘real’’ fixed point of exp, IFPexp, x0
computes its inflationary fixed point. How are the two fixed-
point definitions related?
Using a monotonicity argument, one can easily verify
that the two fixed points coincide for expressions that define
monotone mappings on sets.
Definition 4.4. An expression exp is monotone iff for
every two sets S1 , S2 , if for every a MEM(a, S1)=T implies
MEM(a, S2)=T, then for every element a$ MEM(a$,
exp(S1))=T implies MEM(a$, exp(S2))=T.
We now have
Proposition 4.5. Let exp is monotone, and let
S(x1 , ..., xn) be defined by the equation above. Then in the
well-founded interpretation, for every element a and every
instantiation R1 , ..., Rn for the variables x1 , ..., xn , respec-
tively, hold:
MEM(a, S(R1 , ..., Rn))
=T iff MEM(a, IFPexp, x0(R1 , ..., Rn))=T,
MEM(a, S(R1 , ..., Rn))
=F iff MEM(a, IFPexp, x0(R1 , ..., Rn))=F.
Proof. We first prove the claim for the case where x0 is
the only variable of exp. From the definition of IFP it
follows that MEM(a, IFPexp, x0)=T can be derived in a
well-founded computation iff there exists some i such that
MEM(a, expi (EMPTY))=T can be derived. Since exp is
monotone, this implies that MEM(a, expi (R))=T can
be derived for every set R, and in particular for R=S.
Since S=exp(S), we conclude that MEM(a, S)=T can be
derived.
On the other hand, MEM(a, S)=T iff there exists a well-
founded computation deriving MEM(a, S)=T. In this
derivation the equation S=exp(S) is used13 at most i times
(for some finite i). Since there are no other equations that
involve S, we can change the order of the derivation
sequence such that all the derivations that use the equation
S=exp(S) are performed at the beginning of the computa-
tion. Thus if MEM(a, S)=T is derived using the equation
S=exp(S), i times, then so can MEM(a, exp j(S))=T, for
some ji, without using the equation. But, since no other
equation in the specification refers to S explicitly, the same
derivation sequence can be used for every exp j(R) and in
particular for R=EMPTY, and it follows that MEM(a,
IFPexp, x0)=T can be derived as well. From the above
discussion it follows that MEM(a, IFPexp, x0)=T can be
derived iff MEM(a, S)=T can be derived as well. Thus
MEM(a, IFPexp, x0)=T holds in the well-founded inter-
pretation iff MEM(a, S)=T holds. The argument holds for
possible derivations; hence also (because of the disequation)
MEM(a, IFPexp, x0=F ) holds iff MEM(a, S)=F holds.
For the case where exp has more then one variable, the
proof is the same but, instead of representing the i th
application of exp on a set R by expi (R), we use exp( } } }
exp(R, R1 , ..., Rn), R1 , ..., Rn), where exp is repeated i
times. K
Note in particular that every expression exp(x), where x
does not appear negatively in exp, i.e., does not appear in
any subexpression being subtracted, is monotone. If exp is
not monotone (in particular, if x appears negatively in exp),
then IFPexp and S may not have the same behavior. For
example, if exp=[a]&x, then
IFP[a]&x=([a]&EMPTY)
_([a]&([a]&EMPTY)) _ } } } =[a],
while for the set S defined by the equation S=[a]&S, an
initial well-founded model (protecting bool) does not exist.
The difference between the results reflects the difference in
the interpretation of subtraction. The IFP operator com-
putes the fixed point in an inflationary manner. At each step
of the computation, the set being subtracted contains only
the elements computed so far. This behavior is dictated
explicitly in the definition of the operator. But S, as defined
by the equation S=exp(S) in the initial well-founded
model, is the ‘‘real’’ fixed point of exp, in the sense that the
set being subtracted is assumed to be the set being defined.
As the equation is part of the definition of the set, there is
cyclicity in the definition, hence, undefinedness.
Recall that the explicit definition of IFP is not legal in
the algebra= language. It turns out, however, that, using a
more complex translation technique, IFPexp can be repre-
sented in algebra= for every exp (even nonmonotone). We
first translate IFPexp into a deductive program (proved to
be possible in Proposition 7.5). Then we translate the
deductive program into an algebra= program (proved to be
possible in Proposition 8.6). It follows that
Theorem 4.6. IFP&algebra/algebra=.
Corollary 4.7. IFP&algebra==algebra=.
Thus, when the ability to use recursion is added, even in
the restricted manner above, a specific fixed-point operator
like IFP becomes redundant.
5. DOMAIN INDEPENDENCE
For the relational and the complex objects models, every
domain-independent calculus query can be represented by
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an algebra query and vice versa [35, 1]. In order to extend
these results to our framework, we first consider the
meaning of domain independence in our context. The
intended meaning of a specification is taken to be its initial
(well-founded) model, and a query result is computed
relative to this fixed model. It may seem, therefore, that
domain independence is irrelevant. However, there are quite
a few good reasons for discussing this subject. First, even
when the domain is well known, a query like [x | cR(x)]
is undesirable since the answer may be very big, often
infinite, and thus not very useful for the user. Second, we
want the result of a query to be not only finite, but also
efficiently computable. For that, it might be useful to
compute the query relative to a model smaller than the
initial model. For example consider a simple query without
functions. Such a query refers to the elements of the
database as constants with no specific interpretation, and
any model containing corresponding constants suffices for
computing the query (and will produce the same result).
This property if often called genericity. Instead of computing
such a generic query in the initial model which may be very
large, it is enough to consider a small model that contains
only the required elements. In summary, it is interesting to
ask whether we get the same answer if we change the model,
but still ‘‘preserve’’ a sufficient part of it.
A full investigation of domain independence for our
general framework is presented in [27]. In the following we
present some of the main ideas and the concepts that are
used in the sequel. We are going to explore what it means to
have the same result for a query in the initial model and in
some other, preferably smaller, model. The main issue is
to define how different models can share parts. We also
consider how such models may be constructed.
5.1. General Domain Independence
Let L(S, OP), L$=(S$, OP$) be two signatures such that
S & S${<, OP & OP${<, and let AL=(As , Aop), AL$=
(As$ , Aop$) be two models for the signatures, respectively.
Every element in As (A$s) may have several names in L (L$),
thus can be viewed as an equivalence class of ground terms
(possibly empty).
Definition 5.1. Let WAs .14 We say that the model
AL$ preserves W iff there exists an injective mapping h from
W to As$ s.t. every element e is mapped to an element e$ that
represents an equivalence class containing all the terms
represented by e. We call such W a window.
Window preservation formalizes the idea of ‘‘preserving’’
part of a model. Since the mapping is injective and the
images of the window elements preserve the equivalence
classes of their sources, the model AL$ neither identifies nor
splits elements of the window. Thus, AL$ contains a subset of
the elements of AL and possibly more elements. Also, not
only L and L$ have some sorts and operations in common,
but they both contain all the sorts and operations used for
describing the window members in L (i.e., all the terms in
the equivalence classes of the elements of W). As a simple
example let AL be the integers with the operations SUCC
and PRED, and let AL$ be its extension by the operations
+, &. Every equivalence class in AL is a set of expressions
in SUCC and PRED. Its image in the extended model
represents the same integer, but in addition to the terms
using PRED and SUCC it also contains terms that use +
and &. In this example, the extended model preserves all the
given model. In the general case we require preservations
only for the elements of the window and allow deformations
outside the window.
To define domain independence, we compare the result of
a query in the initial model ASPEC , with the results obtained
by evaluation it in other models. We denote by Q(DBA) the
result of Q when evaluated on a database DB in a model A.
Definition 5.2. Let A be a model that preserves a
window W of ASPEC , and let DB be a database instance
defined using the common operations of A and ASPEC . We
say that Q has the same answer for DB in ASPEC and A, iff
Q(DBASPEC)W, Q(DBA)h(W), and a # Q(DBASPEC) iff
h(a) # Q(DBA).
Definition 5.3. Q is (finite) domain independent iff
for every database DB there exists a (finite) window W of
ASPEC , such that Q has the same answer for DB in all the
models that preserve W.
Note that if a query is domain independent with respect
to some window W then it is domain independent with
respect to bigger windows and, in particular, with respect to
the whole initial model. However, not every query is domain
independent, not even with respect to the domain of the
whole initial model. The query [x | cR(x)] is an example.
5.2. Interpreted Functions and Types
Typically, queries functions that are either built-in, or
user-defined. In either case, the implicit assumption is that
these functions behave as specified; that is, their interpreta-
tion is fixed. We say that such functions are interpreted. In
the presence of such functions, domain independence must
be tested only relative to the models where the functions
behave as in the initial model.
Standard data types, like tuples and sets, are also nor-
mally considered as types with fixed interpretation; i.e., the
query result is tested relative to models where the atomic
element domain may change, but tuples and sets are always
interpreted in the same way; tuples are uniquely defined
by their attribute values, and sets are defined by their mem-
bers. We explain in [27] the importance of interpretation
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assumptions and show that ‘‘strange’’ results are obtained if
such assumptions are not explicitly stated. The definitions of
window preservation and domain independence are refined so
as to capture the notion of interpreted functions and types:
domain independence is tested only relative to the models
where the functions and types behave as in the initial model.
5.3. Database Domain Independence
In this section we consider natural windows with respect
to which domain independence can be tested. We restrict
our attention to a class of specifications (that is, we feel,
quite general). Often, a type system is presented by first
defining atomic types and then by defining complex types in
some order; i.e., the specification of every complex type uses
the type itself and previously defined (atomic and complex)
types. We call such a specification a hierarchical type system
and consider it in the following domain independence in
such systems.
The atomic elements used for constructing a complex ele-
ment are its components. We assume that for every complex
type si , and its component atomic type sj , SPEC contains a
decomposition function DECi, j that computes these com-
ponents. For example, if SPEC contains nested tuples and
sets, then a decomposition function that generates a set
containing all the atomic components of a complex object
can be defined using projection, union, and unnest
operators [1]. The components of a database DB and a
query Q (denoted by comps(DB, Q)), are the components
of all members of DB and the values that appear in Q.
Following previous works, we use the concepts of com-
ponents and construction to define a database window (or
active domain).
Definition 5.4. Let DB be a database, let Q be a query,
and let T be the set of complex types in Q. The DB-window,
of DB and Q, contains comps(DB, Q) and all the complex
elements (of types in T ) that can be constructed using
elements in comps(DB, Q).15
Since the query may use functions for manipulating the
database members, the DB-window must be extended and
closed under function applications and their inverses [27].
Definition 5.5. The 1-closure of a window W w.r.t.
F=[ f1 , ..., fm], denoted by W 1F , is the smallest set such
that
1. WW 1F
2. if a1 , ..., an # W then fi (a1 , ..., an) # W 1F
3. if a # W, a= fi (a1 , ..., an), then a1 , ..., an # W 1F .
W 1F is constructed by closing W under one application (and
the inverse application) of f1 , ..., fm . The k-closure of W,
denoted by W kF , is constructed by repeating the above
process k times. For k=, W kF is the infinite union over all
the finite k’s (clearly, W 0F=W).
Definition 5.6. Q is DB-domain independent iff there
exists some k (finite or infinite) s.t. for every database DB,
Q has the same answer for DB in all the models that
preserve the k-closure of the DB-window (and interpret the
complex types and functions in Q as expected). Q is strict
DB-domain independent if k is finite.
The difference between the notions of domain inde-
pendence defined in Definition 5.3 and here is that, there
any window will do, but here only a specific kind of window
is considered.
For calculus queries it seems natural to consider k-closure,
where k is the number of function applications in Q. For
deductive queries k may be infinite, but syntactic restric-
tions (such as functions stratification [1]) may assure its
finiteness. We consider this subject further in Section 8.
This definition of domain independence is very general
and applies to queries and databases with quite general type
structures. In particular it applies to the relational and the
complex object [1] models.
Theorem 5.7. A relational query with no interpreted
functions is domain independent by the traditional definition,
iff it is DB-domain independent with respect to the interpreted
tuple sort(s). The same holds if ‘‘relational ’’ is replaced by
‘‘complex objects,’’ and ‘‘tuple’’ is replaced by ‘‘tuple and set.’’
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fact that
for type systems that contain only tuples (and sets), the
DB-window contains all the tuples (and sets) that can be
constructed from database members. Thus, if the query
contains no functions, then our definition of domain
independence is identical to the traditional one. K
In [27] we consider properties of these concepts. In
particular we show that DB-domain independence implies
general domain independence but not vice versa, and that,
as in the classical definition, (DB-)domain independence is
undecidable for the general predicative and deductive query
languages. We conclude this section with the following
observation.
Theorem 5.8. The functional query language presented
in Section 3.2 is domain independent.
Proof. The proof follows from the definitions of the
language and (DB-)domain independence. Recall that in
the functional paradigm in its most general form considered
in this paper, as described in Section 3.2, the database rela-
tions and the query result are all represented by constants
named in a specification. That is, the domains and their
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operations, and the database contents are described in some
specification, and a query extends it by definitions of addi-
tional operations and by an equation that defines the result,
of the form Q=exp, where Q is a constant and exp may use
both the given and the additional operations. Thus, if a
functional query is defined by an equation Q=exp, and the
window contains the constant Q and all its atomic com-
ponents, then every model that preserves W and interprets
sets and the functions used in exp in the expected way has
the same answer for Q. K
It follows that the algebras, being sublanguages of the
general functional language, are also domain independent.
Note however, that the operator complement in its standard
definition (i.e., complement with respect to the given model)
does not have an algebraic specification. The complement as
we defined it has a slightly different meaning, it computes
the complement with respect to the initial model, and this is
also its value when used in a different model. That is, its
result is independent of the model. Otherwise, it would
not be domain independent. This subject will be further
discussed in the next section.
6. THE CALCULUS AND THE ALGEBRA
We now proceed to compare the expressive power of
the predicative and functional languages. Specifically, we
compare the calculus and the algebra. The equivalence of
relational algebra and calculus is well known and has been
generalized to models with complex objects and with object
identity [1, 25]. We consider the two directions of the
equivalence proof and present general conditions on the
languages that allow the proofs to go through.
6.1. From Calculus to Algebra
The notion of a domain for the variables is built into the
calculus, but the algebra has no variables, just operations
that take database objects as inputs. Thus, a crucial part of
the proof of this direction is to show that expressions that
represent the domain over which variables are quantified
can be written in the algebra. The precise nature of these
expressions depends on the calculus. If there is no restriction
on ranges of the variables, then expressions representing the
full domains are needed. But if the calculus is, for example,
restricted so that each variable ranges only on a database
relation, then the algebra expressions describing the range
of quantifications are simply the relation names. These two
cases are examined next.
6.1.1. Unrestricted calculus. We start by investigating
the relationship between the unrestricted (i.e., not necessarily
domain independent) calculus, and the S-algebra (containing
the operators _, &, _, _, MAP, and domain constants).
We restrict our attention to type systems where equality is
definable for all the (data) types. Let SPEC be such a type
system and let DB p and DBa be predicative and functional
database specifications (respectively) over SPEC that
describe the same database. (Assume for now that such
descriptions exist.) The intended meaning of a calculus query
is defined by evaluating it in the initial model of DB p, and
that of an algebraic query, by evaluating it in the initial
model of DBa. (Note that since DB p and DBa represent the
same database, their models are isomorphic.)
Theorem 6.1. For each calculus query Qc, there exists an
S-algebra query Qa s.t. Qc and Qa have the same result when
computed relative to the initial (well-founded ) models of DB p,
and DBa; i.e., Qc(x) holds if MEM(x, Qa)=T, and cQc(x)
holds iff MEM(x, Qa)=F.
Proof. We prove the theorem by following the lines of
the classical translation [35, 1] and use induction on the
structure of the calculus query. We present here only
elements which are special to our generalized model. We
rely on the fact that domain constants are available.
Basis. An expression of the form Ri (x) is translated to
Rai . An expression of the form exp1=exp2 with free
variables x1 , ..., xn from types s1 , ..., sn is translated to the
expression _EQ, (exp1, exp2 )@ @ (dom(s1)_ } } } _dom(sn)), where
dom(sj) are sets representing the sort domain (and con-
structed as in Example 3), and expi@ is constructed from expi
by replacing every occurrence of variable xj in expi by the
projection of the j th attribute of tuples in dom(x1)_ } } } _
dom(sn). For example, the expression f (x1 , x2)=
g(x3 , x1 , x4), where xi is of sort si , is translated to
_EQ( f (x . 1, x . 2), g(x .3, x . 1, x . 4))(dom(s1) _ dom(s2)_dom(s3)_
dom(s4)).
Induction. For the induction step it suffices to consider
cases where , is constructed from atomic formulas using 7,
c, and the existential quantifier. For 7 we use cartesian
product and selection by equality for variables with the
same names, and then use projection (using MAP) for omit-
ting multiple occurrences of the same variables. For nega-
tion we take the complement with respect to the cartesian
product of the sets dom(si) that represent the domains of the
free variables in the negated formula. Finally, we use projec-
tion (using MAP) for the existential quantifier.
Since the sets dom(si) used in the translation process
may be infinite, a pure initial model approach may not be
sufficient for defining the semantics of the query, but rather
an initial well-founded model semantics must be used. Since
the S-algebra is well defined, by Theorem 4.1, every S-algebra
query, and in particular the query Qa constructed by the
above process, has an initial well-founded model, where
MEM is a total boolean-valued function. For every x,
MEM(x, Qa) equals either T or F, and in particular
MEM(x, Qa) equals T iff Qc(x) holds, and equals F
otherwise. K
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Note that the statement ‘‘Qc(x) holds iff MEM(x, Qa)=T ’’
does not imply computability. In the predicative approach,
the answer is defined to be the x’s for which Qc(x) is true; for
the algebraic approach the answer is the x’s for which
MEM(x, Qa)=T. The statement only tells us that the same
answer is obtained, but it is possible that no algorithm for
computing it exists.
Also note that since Qc is not necessarily domain inde-
pendent, Qc and Qa have the same result only when both
are evaluated relative to the respective initial models. For
example, if R is a database relation that contains elements
of type si , then the queries Qc=[x | cR(x))] and Qa=
dom(si)&Ra have the same result in the initial model. But
while Qa has the same result in all models (hence is domain
independent), Qc is not domain independent and its result
changes if the domain is replaced. The query Qc computes
the complement with respect to the current model, while Qa
always computes the complement with respect to the initial
model.
6.1.2. DB-Domain Independent Queries. The translation
process above is, of course, valid for domain independent
queries as well. However, since the computation of such
queries uses only part of the initial model (the window), it
is interesting to search for a more efficient translation that
uses smaller sets that contain only the relevant window
elements.
In turns out that for DB-domain independent queries,
expressions that denote sets that can replace the sets
dom(si) can be constructed. Recall that the window used for
computing DB-domain independent queries contains all the
database (and query) components, all the complex elements
that can be constructed using these components, and is further
closed under k-function applications and their inverses for
some k. Thus, we look for conditions on the algebra that
guarantee the existence of algebraic expressions that denote
the sets of elements of a window.
The construction of such a window consists of three parts:
(i) For each atomic type si we construct a set S i that
contains all the atomic components of type si , of elements in
the database or the query. (ii) Then, for each complex type si ,
a set S i containing all the complex elements that can be con-
structed from these components is generated. (iii) Finally,
the sets are closed under function applicationsinverses as
many times as needed.
Let Ra1 , ..., R
a
n be the names of the database relations,
and let c1 , ..., cl be the names of the constants in Qc. The
first part is performed as follows: The sets S i (Ra1 , ..., R
a
n ,
c1 , ..., cl) of all the atomic components of types si in the
database and query can be constructed as follows:
S i (Ra1 , ..., R
a
n , c1 , ..., cl)
=\ .
n
k=1
DECjk, i (R
a
k)+_ \ .
l
h=1
DECjn+h, i (ch)+ ,
where sjk , sjn+h are the types of the relations R
a
k and the
constants ch , and DECjk , i are decomposition functions that
decompose the relations (and constants) into their atomic
components.16
For the second part, the sets S i (Ra1 , ..., R
a
n , c1 , ..., cl),
i=1 } } } m, containing the elements of complex type si ,
constructed from database and query components, are
generated (using the IFP operator) by computing the
mutual fixed point of the expressions
expi (x10 , ..., x
m
0 , R
a
1 , ..., R
a
k , c1 , ..., cl)
=[c | c is a constant function of arity c : si ]
_ . [MAPf j (x
j1
0 _ } } } _x
jm
0 _S jm+1(R
a
1 , ..., R
a
n , c1 , ..., cl)
_ } } } _S jk(R
a
1 , ..., R
a
n , c1 , ..., cl)),
where fj is of arity sj1 , ..., sjk  si ,
and sj1 , ..., sjm (sjm+1 , ..., sjk)
are complex types (atomic types) of SPEC ].
The first step of the mutual fixed-point computation con-
structs sets containing the constants of the complex types.
Then (iteratively) more complex elements are generated
using the database components and previously constructed
elements. The value of expi in the (mutual) fixed point,
denoted by IFPmexpi(R
a
1 , ..., R
a
n , c1 , ..., cl), is a set containing
all the complex elements of type si that can be constructed
from the components of R1, ..., Rn, c1 , ..., cn . Thus, when
the relations (and constant) names are instantiated by the
actual database relations (query constants), the resulting
sets contain exactly the members of the DB-window.
We call the IFP operator, when restricted to computing
only mutual fixed points of expressions of the above form
the DBIFP operator.
Finally, in the third part, the DB-window must be closed
under functions applications and their inverses. In order to
close the window under function applications, we apply the
functions on the members of the window and add the result
to the window. This can be done by applying MAP and _
on the sets that represent the window. To close the window
under inverse of functions we must be able to compute the
sources of the window elements with respect to those func-
tions; i.e., for every window element a we have to compute
the vectors (a1 , ..., an) such that a= f (a1 , ..., an) and add
the components of these vectors to the window. We say that
a function f in SPEC is invertible iff SPEC contains a func-
tion f that for every element a computes the set of sources of
a with respect to f. If the relevant functions are invertible,
then the k-closure of the DB-window can be constructed by
k applications of f and f using MAP and _ (and if the
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16 Recall from Section 5 that we consider hierarchical type system where
all the complex types have decomposition functions.
window elements have several sources with respect to f then
UNNEST is used for decomposing the sets of sources).
Assume W k1 , ..., W
k
n are the sets that contain the elements
of type si in the k-closure of the DB-window (clearly
W 0i =S i). Then the sets W
k+1
i that represent the k+1
closure are constructed as follows:
W k+1i =W
k
i _ \. [MAPf j (W kj1 _ } } } _W kjm),
where fj is of arity xj1 , ..., sjm  si]+
_ \. [MAPx . i (UNNEST(MAPf j (W kl ))),
where f j is the inverse of some fj
of arity sj1 , ..., si , ..., sjm  sl ]+ .
In summary, it is clear that for every finite k, the k-closure
of the DB-window can be constructed using the DBIFP
operator and the MAP and UNNEST functions.
We call the algebra consisting of the operations _ , &,
_, _, MAP, UNNEST, and DBIFP, the DB-algebra.
Then we claim:
Theorem 6.2. For every strict DB-domain independent
calculus query Qc, if all the interpreted functions in Q are
invertible, there exists a DB-algebra query Qa, such that
Qc and Qa have the same result; i.e., Qc(x) holds iff
MEM(x, Qa)=T and cQc(x) holds iff MEM(x, Qa)=F.
Also, if the DB-window is finite, then negation is not needed
to define Qa.
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that for strict
domain-independent queries it suffices to close the DB-
window under k function applications, where k is finite.
Thus the sets that represent the part of the domain that is
essential for the computation can be constructed (from the
DB-window) using a finite number operator applications.
If the DB-window is finite, then the k-closure is represented
by finite sets. The translated query then uses only finite
sets, and negation is not needed for defining the MEM
function. K
Note that the UNNEST operator is only used for closing
the DB-window under inverses of interpreted functions.
Thus, if no interpreted functions are used in the query, the
operator is not needed. Also note that in the relational
(and complex object) models, the sets that represent the
DB-window can be constructed using projection, cartesian
product (and powerset). For such models, the pure algebra
(augmented with a power set operator) is sufficient for con-
structing Qa [1], and DBIFP is not needed. The above
theorem claims that whenever the algebra is rich enough for
constructing the DB-window of all the types used in queries,
all the strict DB-domain independent calculus queries can
be described. By that it generalizes the results shown by
previous works.
6.2. From Algebra to Calculus
We start by considering the DB-algebra. If SPEC is an
hierarchical specification that has a decomposition function
DECi, j for every complex type si and atomic type sj , then
Theorem 6.3. Every DB-algebra query Qa can be
expressed by a strict DB-domain independent calculus query
Qc (where domain independence includes the assumption that
the complex types and the functions of SPEC that appear in
Qa are interpreted ).
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the struc-
ture of the algebraic expression (by presenting a translation
for every algebra operator).
Basis. The algebra queries [exp] (where exp is a ground
term), and Ri are translated to Q=[x | x=exp] and Q=
[x | Ri (x)], respectively.
Induction. We assume E1 , E2 are algebra queries and
,1 , ,2 are the formulas in the corresponding calculus
queries. Let E be an algebra query that is constructed from
E1 , E2 . We show how to construct , from ,1 , ,2 . For _ ,
&, and _, the construction is as in the relational case.
Thus, we present here only translation for the rest of the
operators:
_test , if E=_test(E1) then ,=,1(x) 7 test(x)=T.
MAPf , if E=MAPf (E1) then ,=_x(,1(x) 7 y= f (x)).
UNNEST, if E=UNNEST(E1), and the members of E1
are of type [s1 , ..., sn&1 , [sn]], then
,=_x, x1 , ..., xn , z(,1(x) 7 x1=x .1
7 } } } 7 xn=x .n
7 z # xn
7 y=[x1 , ..., xn&1 , z]).
DBIFP, the DBIFP is a restricted version of the IFP
operator. Thus the expressions we have to translate have
the form E=IFPmexpi (R
a
1 , ..., R
a
n , c1 , ..., cl), where exp i is the
expression used for generating all the elements of the
complex type si that can be constructed from components of
elements in the sets Ra1 , ..., R
a
n and the constants c1 , ..., cl .
The corresponding calculus formula has the form: ,=
1 7 } } } 7 k , such that
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j=\y \y # DEC i, j (x)
 \\ p=1 } } } n _z( y # DECp, j (z) 7 Rp(z))+
6\ q=1 } } } l y # DECn+q, j (cq)+++ ,
where s1 , ..., sk are the atomic types in SPEC; sp is the type
of the members of the predicate Rp (representing the set Rap),
and sn+q is the type of the constant cq .
This complex calculus formula simply states that all the
components of the elements in the result are also com-
ponents of some relation or constant.
A careful examination of the calculus formula Qc con-
structed by the above process, shows that all the domain
elements used in the computation of Qc, are either database
members, complex elements constructed from component
of database members, or elements constructed by applying
functions on these elements. Thus Qc is strict DB-domain
independent. K
Note that both the relational and complex object models
have hierarchical type systems, where tuples and sets are
interpreted types. Nested tuples and sets can be decomposed
into atomic components using projection, union, and
unnest. Thus, from the above theorem it follows that
algebra queries over nested tuples and sets can be repre-
sented by calculus queries. Moreover, whenever the type
system is powerful enough so that the complex values used
in the queries can be decomposed, the translation is
possible.
Now, consider the S-algebra. Unlike the DBIFP
operator that can be described by a domain-independent
calculus query, this is not the case for the more general
SIFP operator. For example, we show
Theorem 6.4. The set Snat , containing all the natural
numbers, cannot be expressed by a domain-independent
calculus query, unless the domain of natural numbers is inter-
preted.
Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that the result
of every domain-independent query (over the natural num-
bers) is finite; thus it cannot contain all the natural
numbers. This is done by considering the model of natural
numbers and another model that also contains other
elements, that we refer to for simplicity as nonstandard
numbers. In addition to 0, SUCC(0), SUCC2(0), ..., it
contains the nonstandard numbers 0$, SUCC(0$),
SUCC2(0$), . . .. We show that whenever the result of Qc is
infinite, Qc has a different result in the standard and non-
standard models; thus it is not domain independent. For
brevity, we denote in the following a standard number
SUCCi (0) by i, a nonstandard number SUCC i (0$) by i $,
and SUCCi (x) by x+i. We use the following proposition.
Proposition 6.5. Let , be a calculus formula over the
natural numbers, and let n be the number of applications of
SUCC in ,. , is satisfiable by a vector v=(i1 , ..., im) iff it
is satisfiable by a vector v$ that is constructed from v by
replacing every ij>n by i $j . (Recall that ij and i $j denote
SUCCij (0) and SUCCij (0$), respectively. Thus, we replace in
v every component SUCC ij (0), ij>n, by SUCCij (0$)).
Proof. We prove the proposition by induction on the
structure of ,.
Basis. An atomic formula may have the form x+k= j,
x+k= y+ j, or x+k=x+ j (where x, y are variables and
k, j are constants). If , is of the form x+k= j, then clearly
, is satisfied by at most one number j&kn. If , is of the
form x+k= y+ j, k> j (or k j) then , is satisfied by all
the vectors (i, i+k& j) (or (i+ j&k, i) ), and all the
vectors (i $, i $+k& j) (or (i $+ j&k, i $) ). Finally, if , is of
the form x+i=x+ j, and i= j, then , is satisfiable by all
the standard and nonstandard numbers. Else, if i{j, then
the result if empty.
Induction. For the induction step it suffices to consider
cases where , is constructed from simpler formulas using
7 , c and existential quantifier. If , is satisfied only by
vectors where all the components are smaller than n then we
are done. Else , is satisfied by a vector (i1 , ..., im) , where
ij>n for some 1 jm.
Consider first ,=,1 7 ,2 . , is satisfied by a vector v, iff
v it satisfies both ,1 and ,2 . From the induction assumption
we have that v satisfies ,i iff v$ satisfies it as well and, thus,
satisfies ,. Similar arguments hold for c and _.
From the above proposition it follows that Qc=[x | ,] is
domain independent iff , is satisfied only by vectors where
all the components are not bigger than n. It follows that
every domain independent query is satisfied by a finite
number of natural numbers. Thus there is no domain inde-
pendent calculus query whose result contains all the natural
numbers. K
The DB-algebra and the S-algebra do not contain the
operators NEST and AGGR. Thus, we consider the transla-
tion of these operators to the calculus separately.
The expression E=NESTf1, f2(E1) can be represented by
the calculus formula:
,=[ y | _x, s(,1(x) 7 y=[ f1(x), s]
7\z(z # s W _w(,1(w) 7 f1(w)= f1(x)
7 f2(w)=z)))].
But, the operator AGGRg, h, unit cannot always be expressed
by the calculus. For example, the query even that checks
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whether a database relation has even or odd cardinality, can
be easily defined using the AGGR operator. But it is well
known that such a query is not expressible by the relational
calculus. Thus, if tuples are the only complex type in SPEC,
then even cannot be expressed by the calculus. In general,
the existence of a translation for AGGR depends on the
nature of g, h, and unit.
7. DEDUCTION
We now consider the relative power of deductive
languages compared to that of algebras with some form of
fixpoint operation.
7.1. Stratified Deduction
Consider a domain dependent calculus query Q. One may
try to find a domain-independent calculus query Q1 that
represents the intended meaning of Q; i.e., when both Q and
Q1 are computed relative to the initial model they have the
same result, but while Q’s answer changes when the domain
is replaced, the answer of Q1 remains the same. From the
last result of the previous section it follows that such a
calculus query Q1 does not always exist. However, we show
in the following that a stratified deductive query Q1 always
exists. (Moreover, in the next section we show that the
deductive program has ‘‘nice’’ safety property.)
Proposition 7.1. Every S-algebra query has an equiv-
alent domain independent stratified deductive query.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the
algebraic expression. For each subquery, a new predicate
name is introduced, and a derived relation is defined. It is
then quite easy to construct a rule that expresses how a
subquery is constructed from its component subqueries. The
translation technique we present here is more general then
actually needed to prove the proposition, but it will be
useful later for another result.
Basis. [a1 , ..., an]. Every set occurrence [a1 , ..., an] is
translated into an deductive program by introducing a new
predicate name R and adding the rules R(a1), ..., R(an).
Rai , The expression Ri that represents in the algebra a
database collection is translated to corresponding database
predicate, i.e., to the rule Ri (x)  R(x).
dom(si), Recall that domain constants can generated
using the IFP operator. Thus the expressions we have to
translate have the form E=IFPnexpi , where exp i is the
expression used for generating dom(si). In the deductive
program we represent every such sort si by a corresponding
predicate Si . To define these predicates, we generate for
every algebra expression Ei=exp(S1 , ..., Sn) a deductive
program that defines the predicate Ri , and then we add the
rules Ri (x)  Si (x). Finally, we add a rule Si (x)  R(x).
Note that in the last case by adding the last rules the
program becomes recursive. But since the expressions expi
do not use subtraction (&), the program is stratified.
Induction. Let E1 , E2 be some algebra queries and let
,1 , ,2 be the corresponding deductive programs such that
R1 , R2 are the derived predicates which corresponds to
E1 , E2 . Let E be an algebra query constructed from E1 , E2 .
We show, in the following, how to construct the corre-
sponding deductive program. In general, this is done by
adding a new derived predicate R and adding clauses to
,1 _ ,2 for defining R:
_ , if E=E1 _ E2 , we add the rules R1(x)  R(x), and
R2(x)  R(x)
_, if E=E1_E2 , then we add the rule R1(x) 7 R2( y) 7
z=[x, y]  R(z)
_test , if E=_test(E1), we add the rule R1(x) 7 test(x)=
T  R(x)
&, if E=E1&E2 , then we add R1(x) 7 cR2(x)  R(x)
MAPf , if E=MAPf (E1), we add the rule R1(x) 7 y=
f (x)  R( y).
All the elements used in the computation of the deductive
query Qc generated by the above process are database
members, elements that have names in SPEC, or elements
constructed from these elements by function applications.
Thus, all are elements of the initial model. It follows that in
any model that preserves the initial model, the query has the
same result; thus Qc is domain independent. K
From the above propositions it follows that:
Corollary 7.2. For every calculus query Qc there
exists a stratified domain independent deductive query that
computes the intended result of Qc.
7.2. Inflationary Semantics Deduction
S-algebra queries are translated to stratified domain
independent deductive programs using induction on the
structure of the query. A similar translation can be used
for general IFP-algebra queries. However, since the IFP
operator can be applied to expressions that include the
operator ‘‘&,’’ the corresponding deductive program may
not be stratified. We call the fixed-point operator when
restricted to expressions where x0 does not appear to be
negatively positive IFP, and the corresponding algebra
is not a positive IFP-algebra. Queries in the positive
IFP-algebra are called positive queries. It is easy to see that
if the IFP operator is positive, the resulting program is
stratified. This is not the case, however, when the trans-
lation technique is applied to nonpositive queries.
Example 5. The general fixed-point expression Q=
IFP[a]&x is translated to the deductive program
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R(a)
R(x) 7 cQ(x)  Q(x)
which clearly is not stratified. K
Recall that the fixed-point operator has an inflationary
semantics, where subtraction of a variable is interpreted as
‘‘was not derived so far.’’ If the resulting deductive program
is not stratified, then its result is the same as that of the
original algebra query, only if it is computed using inflation-
ary semantics as well. If a different semantics is used, e.g.,
well-founded model semantics, then the algebra query and
the deductive queries may have different results. This is
because the well-founded model semantics interprets nega-
tion as ‘‘cannot be derived at all’’ (vs ‘‘was not derived so
far’’ in inflationary semantics).
Example 5 (Continued). Since Q=IFP[a]&x=([a]&
EMPTY) _ } } } =[a], the element a belongs to Q. When
the corresponding deductive program is evaluated using
inflationary fixed-point semantics, the computation
proceeds as follows: First iteration; the fact R(a) is derived.
Second iteration; since no facts have been derived so far for
Q, cQ(a) is assumed and Q(a) is derived. Third iteration;
no more facts are derived and the computation terminates.
Thus the query result is the same as that of the original
algebra query.
When the deductive program is evaluated using well-
founded model semantics, Q(a) is neither true nor false. This
is because in this approach, a fact can be assumed to be false
only if there is no possible derivation for it. Thus, Q(a)
cannot be assumed to be false. But Q(a) cannot be derived
unless cQ(a) is assumed. Thus neither Q(a) nor cQ(a)
hold in the well-founded model. It follows that the result is
different than that of the original algebra query.
Thus, we have:
Proposition 7.3. Every IFP-algebra expression has a
logic program that is equivalent to it under the inflationary
semantics.
7.3. Well-Founded Semantics Deduction
Now, what can we say about translation to deductive
programs with well-founded semantics? It turns out that
Proposition 7.4. For every deductive program P there
exists a deductive program P$ such that for every predicate R
in P and every element a, R(a) holds when P is evaluated
using inflationary fixed point semantic, iff R(a) holds when P$
is evaluated using well-founded model semantics.
Proof. We first assume that SPEC contains the natural
numbers (the general case is considered later). The program
P$ is constructed by modifying P as follows:
(i) For every predicate name R we add a new predicate
name R$.
(ii) Every ground fact R(a) is replaced by R$(0, a).
(iii) Every rule } } } (c) Q(x) } } }  R( y), is replaced by
} } } (c) Q$(i, x) } } }  R$(i+1, y).
(iv) Finally, for every R$ we add the rules R$(i, x) 
R$(i+1, x) and R$(i, x)  R(x).
The program P$ simulates the inflationary computations
of P. At each step of the derivation, new facts can only be
derived using facts with smaller indexes. Thus the result
obtained using well-founded semantics is the same as the
one obtained by the inflationary computation of Q$.
Now, if SPEC does not contain a natural number but it
contains some other infinite domain, then the constants and
constructors of that type can be used to simulate the 0 and
SUCC functions. If all the domains in SPEC are finite, then
the number of steps in the computation is bounded by
the number of constants. Thus, we can simply enumerate
the constants and use them for counting (i.e., derive new
facts from facts where constants with smaller indices are
attached). K
It follows that a (nonpositive) IFP-algebra query Q can
be translated into an equivalent deductive program as
follows: Q is first translated into a deductive program P
such that Q and P are equivalent when P is evaluated using
inflationary fixed-point semantics. Next, P is transformed
into a program P$ that has the same result under well-
founded model interpretation. It follows that
Proposition 7.5. Every IFP-algebra query has an equiv-
alent (under well-founded semantics) domain-independent
deductive query. Moreover, if the algebra query is positive,
the corresponding deductive program is stratified.
Theorem 4.6 (whose proof actually uses results of the next
section) states that the IFP-algebra is properly included in
the algebra=. Thus, an interesting question is whether
general algebra= queries can also be expressed by domain-
independent deduction. It turns out that the answer is
positive.
Proposition 7.6. Every algebra= query has an equiv-
alent (under well-founded semantics) domain-independent
deductive query.
Proof. The translation technique is similar to that of the
positive IFP-algebra queries presented above. In a way, it is
simpler, since we have no IFP operation to translate. The
only interesting part is the translation of equations. Every
expression fi (e1 , ..., en), where fi is defined by an equation
fi (x1 , ..., xn)=expi (x1 , ..., xn) is represented in the deduc-
tive program by a corresponding predicate Ri . To define
this predicate, we generate for the algebra expression
expi (e1 , ..., en) a deductive program with result predicate Si
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and then add the rule Si (x)  Ri (x). Note that the
algebra= query Q and its corresponding deductive program
Q$ both interpret subtraction and negation (respectively)
using well-founded semantics. Thus we have the same
result. K
Based on the above discussion we can now consider the
question of whether every database can be specified in each
of the two modes. A partial answer is:
Proposition 7.7. Every functional style database defini-
tion DBa defined using algebra= has an equivalent domain
independent deductive style database definition DB p. If the
expression is defined in positive IFP-algebra, then the deduc-
tive program is stratified.
8. SAFETY
Our definition of domain independence is semantic in
nature. In this section we present syntactic restrictions that
guarantee domain independence. We will call formulas that
are syntactically restricted, by a condition that guarantees
domain independence, safe. The restrictions we present
below are similar to those presented in the literature
[35, 1], but are more general; they assure that all the
elements needed for computing the query either appear in
the database or are obtained from them by decomposition,
construction, and function applications.
The safe calculus queries use only elements of the
k-closure of the database window (where k is finite) and
thus are strict DB-domain independent, while the safe
deductive queries use only elements of the initial model and
thus are general domain independent. Moreover, we show
that the restrictions on the calculusdeductive queries are
general enough so that all the strict DB-domain inde-
pendent and domain independent queries (respectively) can
be expressed.
8.1. The Safe Calculus
We first consider safe calculus queries. The accepted
approach to making a formula safe is to restrict the range
of the variables in the formula. We define below range
formulas, and restricted variables, and later use them for
defining safe calculus formulas.
Definition 8.1. A range formula restricting the
variables x1 , ..., xn is a formula where x1 , ..., xn are free,
having the structure defined below:
basis. a. R(x1) is a range formula restricting x1 .
b. x1=exp, where exp is a ground expression, is a range
formula restricting x1 .
construction. If ,1 , ,2 are range formulas restricting
x1 , ..., xn and y1 , ..., ym , respectively, then:
1. ,1 6 ,2 , where ,1 and ,2 have the same free variables
(x1 , ..., xn), is a range formula restricting x1 , ..., xn .
2. ,1 7 ,2 is a range formula restricting both x1 , ..., xn
and y1 , ..., ym .
3. ,1 7 (exp1=exp2), where all the variables in exp1 ,
exp2 are restricted by ,1 , is a range formula restricting
x1 , ..., xn .
4. ,1 7 c,2 , where all the free variables in ,2 are
restricted by ,1 is a range formula restricting x1 , ..., xn .
5. ,1 7 y=exp, where all the variables of exp are
restricted by ,1 , is a range formula restricting y, x1 , ..., xn .
6. y # DECi, j (xi) 7 ,1 , where y is a variables of the
atomic type sj and xi is a variable of the complex type si that
is restricted by ,1 , is a range formula restricting y, x1 , ..., xn .
7. 1 7 } } } 7 k , such that j=\xj (xj # DECi, j ( y) 
,1), where s1 , ..., sk are the atomic types in SPEC, xj is a
variable of the atomic type sj that is restricted by ,1 , and y
is a variable of the complex type si , is a range formula
restricting y, xk+1 , ..., xn .
8. _xi (,1), where xi is restricted by ,1 , is a range
formula restricting the variables, x1 , ..., xi&1, xi+1 , ..., xn .
We call a calculus query Q=[x | ,] safe, iff , is a range
formula that restricts x.17 We refer to the calculus, restricted
to safe queries as the safe calculus, and show:
Proposition 8.2. Every safe calculus query can be
expressed by a DB-algebra query and vice versa.
Proof. The proof of the second direction follows
immediately from the proof of Theorem 6.3. To prove the
first direction we, again, follow the lines of the classical
translation [35, 1] and use induction on the structure of the
calculus query.
Basis. A subexpression of the form Ri (x) is translated to
Rai . A subexpression of the form x=exp is represented by
the set [exp].
Induction. For 1 above we use union. For 2 we use the
Cartesian product and selection by equality for variables
with the same names, and then we use projection (using
MAP) for deleting multiple occurrences of the same
variables. Formula 3 is expressed using selection by equality
of exp1@ and exp2@ , where expi is constructed from exp i@ by
replacing every occurrence of the variable xj in expi by x . j.
For 4 we use subtraction, and 5 is expressed by applying
MAPexp@, where exp is constructed from exp@ as above. For
6 we use UNNEST(MAPDECk, j (E)), and 7 can be expressed
by applying the DBIFP operator. Finally, projection
(using MAP) is used for 8. K
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17 Recall from the definition of calculus queries that x is the only free
variable in ,.
It follows that
Theorem 8.3. If all the interpreted functions are inver-
tible then the strict domain independent calculus, the safe
calculus, and the DB-algebra are equivalent.
Note that if rule 7 above is not used, then the query can
be expressed by the pure algebra alone. Again, this observa-
tion generalizes the one presented in [1] where it was
shown that for nested relations and sets, if 7 is not used,
then the powerset operator is not needed.
8.2. Safe Deduction
We now consider deduction. We say that a horn clause is
safe if it is of the form ,  Ri (x), where , is a range formula
restricting x.18 Bodies of safe horn clauses are constructed
using rules 26 of Definition 8.1 above.
Definition 8.4. We say that a deductive program P is
safe, iff all its clauses are safe. We say that P is strictly-safe
iff it is safe and, also, it is possible to divide its rules into
layers, such that a Horn-clause H of the form
. . ., y=exp(x1 , ..., xk), . . .  Ri ( y)
(where exp contains some function that is not a constructor
of a complex type), is in layer i iff all the rules that define the
predicates in the body of H are in layers j, where j<i.
Safe deductive queries are domain independent with
respect to the whole initial model. Strict safety implies that
the only elements used in the query computation are elements
from the database window, or elements constructed from
those using at most k function applications, (where k is
finite and bounded by the number of function applications
in P). Thus, strictly safe queries are strict DB-domain inde-
pendent.
It turns out that the safety syntactic restrictions are
general enough to capture all (strict) domain-independent
deductive queries.
Proposition 8.5. Every (strict DB-)domain independent
deductive query has an equivalent (strictly) safe query. More-
over, if the first query is stratified, then so is the equivalent
query.
Proof. The proof follows from the observation that
restricting the variables of a (strict DB domain-independent
query to range only over elements from the (DB-window)
initial model, does not change the query result. To convert
a domain-independent deductive query into a safe one, we
restrict all the variables in the body of the rules. We start by
considering general domain-independent queries. Let P be
such a program and let s1 , ..., sn be the types of the free
variables in P. We first define for every sort si a predicate Si
that is satisfied by all elements of the initial model of type si .
(The deductive program defining such predicates is pre-
sented in the proof of Theorem 7.1.) Then, we replace every
rule ,  R(xi) of P with variables x1 , ..., xn , by the rule
S1(x1) 7 , ..., Sn(xn) 7,  R(xi). Clearly the new program
is safe, and since the original program is domain inde-
pendent, the two programs are equivalent.
Now consider strict DB-domain-independent queries.
Such queries use only elements from the k-closure of the
database window. Thus, instead of restricting the variables
in P by predicates that are satisfied by the whole initial
model, it is sufficient to restrict them by predicates that are
only satisfied by the k-closure. The predicates are defined as
follows: The predicates that represent the relevant part of
the domain of the atomic types are defined using rules of the
form R( y) 7 x # DECji ( y)  Si (x). The predicates of the
complex types are defined as before. Now, to close the sets
under k function applications, we introduce for each sort si ,
k new predicates S 1i , ..., S
k
i and define their content using
rules of the form:
S ji (x)  S
j+1
i (x)
S j1(x1) 7 } } } 7 S
j
n(xn) 7 y= f (xi1 , ..., xim)  S
j+1
i ( y)
S ji (x) 7 x= f ( y1 , ..., ym)  S
j+1
k ( yl).
Finally, we modify the rules of P as above, but instead of
using the Si ’s we use the S ki ’s. Note that negation is not used
in the translation; thus stratification is preserved. K
8.3. Deduction and Algebra
We have shown in the previous section that S-algebra,
IFP-algebra, and algebra= queries have equivalent deduc-
tive queries. A careful examination of the translation
process shows that these deductive queries are safe. A
similar translation technique can be applied to DB-algebra
queries for generating deductive queries that are strictly
safe. Thus, (DB-algebra) S-algebra, IFP-algebra, algebra=
query has an equivalent (strictly) safe deductive query. But
what about the other direction? Do (strictly) safe deductive
queries have equivalent algebra queries?
It was shown in [1] that every stratified safe deductive
query using tuples and sets with nesting height i has an
equivalent algebra query with nesting height i+1. The
construction is based on generating for each type a set
containing all the subsets of elements of this type. Then, all
the subsets satisfying the program rules are selected and
intersected in order to get the minimal answer. A similar
construction can be done in our case: The sets containing
subsets of the relevant part of the domain can be generated
using the SIFP operator (for safe queries) or the DBIFP
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18 Note that a ground formula of the form R(exp ) can be represented by
the safe rule (x=exp )  R(x), thus there is no loss of generality.
operator (for strictly safe queries). The rest of the construc-
tion is the same as above. Thus, every (strictly) safe deduc-
tive query can be represented by a (DB)SIFP algebra
query.
Note, however, that since the SIFP and DBIFP
operators may generate infinite sets, the resulting algebra
may have to manipulate infinite sets, even if the result of the
deductive query is finite. Thus, an interesting question is
whether a more efficient translation exists. Also note that
while the calculus queries use only the types in SPEC, the
equivalent algebra queries use sets of those types, thus they
may have to extend the type system. Therefore, another
question is whether equivalence can be achieved using only
the types of SPEC. These questions are the subject of the
rest of this section.
We show in the following that for every (stratified) safe
deductive query there exists an (IFP-algebra) algebra=
query that satisfies both the above requirements. The trans-
lation process is based on defining for every predicate in the
program a simulation function that computes the extension
of the predicate obtained by a single derivation of the
program rules and then using this function to simulate
the full derivation of the predicate.
Let R1 , ..., Rm be the names of the database relations, and
let P be some a safe deductive program that uses the
database relations for defining the derived predicates
P1 , ..., Pn . Let ,1  Pi (x), ..., ,m  Pi (x) be the rules used
in P for defining the derived predicate Pi . A single deriva-
tion of the rules of Pi can be represented by the calculus
query Qc=[x | _y1 , ..., yk(,1 6 } } } 6 ,m)] (where y1 } } } yk
are the free variables, other than x, in ,1 , ..., ,m). Let
Qa=expi (Pa1 , ..., P
a
n , R
a
1 , ..., R
a
m) be the corresponding
algebra query. (From the proof of Proposition 8.2 it is clear
that such an algebra query exists). We call expi the simula-
tion function of Pi .
Clearly, exp1 , ..., expn simulate one step in the (simulta-
neous) derivation of P1 , ..., Pn , respectively. To simulate the
complete valid computation, we define each set Pai to be
the fixed point of its corresponding simulation function
expi , i.e.,
Pai =exp i (P
a
1 , ..., P
a
n , R
a
1 , ..., R
a
m).
Note that all the operators in expi are algebra operators;
thus the program defining the sets Pa1 , ..., P
a
n is an algebra
=
program. For every instantiation for the database relations,
the sets Pai defined by the above equations contain exactly
the elements satisfying the corresponding predicates Pi .
This follows from the fact that expi simulates the derivations
of the corresponding predicate Pi in P. Thus every well-
founded computation of P deriving Pi (a) can be simulated
by a well-founded computation of the corresponding algebra
program deriving MEM(a, Pai )=T. (The proof is by induc-
tion of the length of the well-founded computation. It is
tedious and not deep, and it is left to the reader). It follows
that Pi (a) hold in the well-founded model of the deductive
program iff MEM(a, Pai )=T in the well-founded inter-
pretation of the algebra program, and also MEM(a, Pai )=F
iff cRa(a) hold. If follows that
Theorem 8.6. Every safe deductive program has an
equivalent algebra= program.
8.3.1. Programs without negation. We next consider
deductive programs without negation. The above transla-
tion process is, of course, valid for such programs. However,
since the well-founded model of such programs is the same
as the model obtained by an inflationary fixed-point com-
putation, we can also simulate the programs computation
using the IFP operator (i.e., use the IFP-algebra instead of
the more powerful algebra=).
The expressions expi (x1 , ..., xn , Ra1 , ..., R
a
m), i=1 } } } n,
represent one step in the derivation of the predicate Pi . To
simulate the fixed-point derivation if Pi we compute the
mutual fixed points of the expi ’s w.r.t. the variables x1 , ..., xn .
The set computed by the expression IFPnexpi(R
a
1 , ..., R
a
m),
i=1 } } } n, then contain exactly the elements which satisfy
the corresponding Pi , i.e., for every instantiation of the
database relations, MEM(a, IFPnexpi(R
a
1 , ..., R
a
m))=T iff
Pi (a) is satisfied and MEM(a, IFPnexpi(R
a
1 , ..., R
a
m))=F
iff cPi (a). Moreover, if P has a finite fixed point, then the
sets are ‘‘real’’ finite sets. Thus, the negation is not needed in
their specification and an initial model semantics alone is
sufficient.
8.3.2. Stratified programs. Consider stratified programs.
The predicates in such programs can be divided into groups
G1 , ..., Gk , s.t. (i) a predicate Pi is defined by a rule, where Pj
is negated in the body, iff Pj belongs to a group with index
smaller than that of Pi , and (ii) is defined by a rule, where
Pj appears positively in the body, iff Pj belongs to a group
with index smaller than or equal to that of Pi .
The well-founded model of a stratified program P is the
same as the model obtained by successively computing the
fixed point of the rules defining the predicates in the first
group, then the second, etc. Thus, again, instead of using the
algebra= program to simulate the well-founded computa-
tion of P, we can simulate the fixed-point derivation using
IFP.
Let Pi be a predicate in the j th group. Since the program
is stratified, all the predicates in the body, the rules defining
Pi belong to groups with indexes smaller or equal to j. Thus,
the algebra expression that simulates one step in the deriva-
tion of Ri has the form expi (x1 , ..., xl , Ra1 , ..., R
a
m), where
x1 , ..., xl correspond to predicates in groups with indices
 j. To capture the idea that derivations of predicates in
the j th group are computed based on the fixed points
of previous groups, we replace all the variables that
correspond to predicates in previous groups by sets
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representing their fixed points, i.e., the simulation function
of Pi is changed to
expi (IFP
n1
exp1
(Ra1 , ..., R
a
m), ..., IFP
nq
expq
(Ra1 , ..., R
a
m),
xq+1 , ..., xl , Ra1 , ..., R
a
m),
where P1 , ..., Pq are predicates in groups with indices < j,
xq+1 , ..., xl are variables that correspond to predicates in
the j th group, and Ra1 , ..., R
a
m are the names of the database
relations. To simulate the fixed point derivation of the Pi ’s
in the j th group we compute the mutual fixed points of the
corresponding (updated) expi ’s. Note that, although sub-
traction may appear in expi (for handling the negated
predicates), no variables are being subtracted. This follows
from the fact that the program is stratified, and the only sets
being subtracted are fixed points of previous groups. It
follows that
Theorem 8.7. Every stratified safe deductive program
has an equivalent positive IFP-algebra program. Moreover, if
all the layers of the deductive program have finite fixed
points, then all the sets used in the computation of the algebra
program are finite.
From the above discussion, and from Propositions 7.5,
7.6, 8.5, and Theorem 8.6 we have that
Theorem 8.8. (i) The stratified d.i. deductive language,
the stratified safe deduction, and the positive IFP-algebra are
equivalent.
(ii) The domain-independent deductive language, the safe
deduction, the algebra=, and the IFP-algebra= are equiv-
alent.
We can now further discuss database definitions. The
above translation process can be applied to deductive
programs defining database contents as well. In such
programs all the relations are derived; thus the equivalent
algebra expressions have no input parameters.
Corollary 8.9. Every (stratified) domain-independent
deductive style database definition DB p has an equivalent
functional style definition DBa that contains only ( positive
IFP-algebra) algebra= operations.
The close relationship between the various algebras and
deductive programming indicates that algebra queries are
as hard as deductive ones. Given an element a and a
program P defining a set Pa, we call the problem of checking
whether MEM(a, Pa) equals T or F the membership testing
problem.
Proposition 8.10. The membership testing problem is
undecidable for the positive IFP-algebra, and for the
algebra=. Moreover, it remains undecidable even if we
consider only algebra= programs that have a well-founded
model.
Proof. The proof of the first claim follows immediately
from Theorem 8.8 and from the fact that the problem of
checking whether P(a) holds for some predicate P defined
by a deductive program using tuples and functions is
undecidable. For the second claim, recall that every IFP-
algebra program can be expressed by an algebra= program.
Since IFP-algebra program have 2-valued interpretation,
the undecidability result holds even if we consider only the
2-valued portion of the algebra=. K
9. CONCLUSIONS
This paper deals with the relative expressive power of
functional, algebraic, calculus, and deductive languages.
The fundamental relationships between these paradigms
was investigated, without depending on the particular
features or properties of specific data types. The main results
are the following:
We considered a basic algebra with the operations _ , &,
_, _, MAP, and several possible extensions. We showed
that domain-independent calculus queries are expressible in
the algebra, providing that it is augmented with operations
that enable generating the part of the domain needed for the
computation. We also showed that this augmented algebra
can be expressed by the domain-independent calculus,
providing the complex types used in queries have well-
defined structure and the type system is rich enough so that
every complex complex can be decomposed into its atomic
elements.
We next considered recursive computations. We showed
that the algebra, augmented with a positive fixed-point
operator, has the same expressive power as stratified deduc-
tion. We do not know whether using a general (not
necessarily positive) fixed point further increases the
expressive power. An alternative approach to recursion
is augmenting the algebra with the capability of using
(possibly recursive) equations. This extended language was
proved to be richer than the fixed point algebra since it
can express the IFP operator, but while the IFP-algebra can
only describe 2-valued computations, the algebra= can
define partially specified (3-valued) sets. We also proved
that this extended language has the same expressive power
as general (not necessarily stratified) deduction.
The results presented in this work show what com-
ponents of the classical proofs are essential for proving
equivalence and by that some of the fundamental
requirements and restrictions needed to proved such equiv-
alence results are clarified.
APPENDIX
We present here a proof for Theorem 4.1.
Proof. We first define the notion of subtraction height
and then use it to prove that the deductive version of SPEC
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has a 2-valued well-founded model. Informally, the subtrac-
tion height of an expression exp is the number of sub-
tractions of (potentially) infinite sets needed in computing
its value.
Definition 10.1. Let EXP denote the set of all ground
terms of set type in the language of SPEC; The subtraction
height of exp # EXP, denoted by h(exp) is defined as follows:
v h(EMPTY)=0
v h( f (exp1 , ..., expn))=max(h(expi1), ..., h(expik)) if f is
an operator other than &, IFP, IFP$, F, and expij are the
parameters of set type of f.
v h(exp1&exp2))=max(h(exp1), 1+h(exp2))
if IFP, or IFP$ appear in exp2 .
=h(exp1) Otherwise.
v h(Fexp, x0(0, ...))=0
v h(Fexp, x0(SUCC(i), ...)=h(Fexp, x0(i, ...)
_ exp(Fexp, x0(i, ...), ...))
v h(IFPexp, x0(...))=h(IFP$exp, x0(i, ...))
=lim(h(Fexp, x0(i, ...)).
Note that if IFP does not appear in exp then h(exp)=0.
If IFP is subtracted once, the subtraction height is 1. If such
an expression is being subtracted, the height becomes 2, etc.
If IFP is applied on some exp not containing IFP, then
h(IFPexp)=0, but if IFP appears in exp (even only once),
the height may become |. Subtracting such a fixed-point
expression increases the height to |+1. Applying IFP on
exp with height of some ordinal, may result in | + that
ordinal.
We use h to show that SPEC has a well-founded initial
model. We first consider the ‘‘deductive’’ version of SPEC.
As explained in Section 2.2 we call the well-founded model
of this deductive program the well-founded interpretation of
SPEC. We first show that the well-founded interpretation is
2-valued; i.e., every pair of terms of the same sort is either
in T or in F. This implies that SPEC has an initial well-
founded model.
Let the well-founded interpretation of SPEC be T, F,
and assume it is not 2-valued. Since the only rule using
negation is (mem-F), the only expressions for which
the equality state may be undefined are of the form
MEM(e, s)=a, where a is either T or F. Note that all the
expressions in which IFP is not used represent finite sets;
thus membership is fully defined for them. Thus, all the
expressions for which equality is not fully defined contain
IFP. The equality status of MEM(e, s) (i.e., equality to T or
F) is undefined iff starting from T and using the rules of
SPEC and the equality axioms (transitivity, commutativity,
and substitution), it is possible to derive MEM(e, s)=T
using facts in the complement of T negatively (thus
MEM(e, s)=T cannot be added to F), but it is not
possible to derive this fact by using only facts from F
negatively (thus MEM(e, s)=T cannot be added to T).
Let us consider the structure of a derivation of
MEM(e, s)=T that uses some fact not in F negatively.
Suppose we assume that MEM(e, s){T for some s with
subtraction height k, where T, F make no claim about the
value of MEM(e, s). The only equation that can use this fact
to derive a new fact is (mem-F), and using it MEM(e, s)=F
can be derived. There are two possible ways to proceed. We
can either use the equality axioms and derive new equalities
of the form MEM(e, s)=MEM(e$, s$), or we can use the
equations of SPEC. The only equation in which the value of
MEM(x, y) is used is
INS(a, x)& y
=if MEM(a, y) then x& y else INS(a, (x& y)).
Thus, by having MEM(e, s)=F we can derive new facts of
the form INS(e, s$)&s=INS(e, (s$&s)). Note that since s
contains IFP, the subtraction height of the expressions on
the two sides of equation is k+1.
Now, what else can be derived using the above equalities?
First consider expressions of set type. Again, we can either
use the equality axioms, or the equations of SPEC. A careful
examination of the axioms and the equations of SPEC
shows that all the new facts that can be derived have the
form exp1=exp2 , where the subtraction height of at least
on of the two expressions is k+1. For example using
the union equation INS(a, x) _ y=INS(a, (x _ y)), and the
substitution axiom, we can derive new facts
INS(a, s") _ (INS(e, s$)&s)
=INS(a, (s" _ INS(e, (s$&s)))).
The above claim can be proved by induction on the size of
the expressions. The proof is tedious, is not too deep, and is
left to the reader.
Another type of new facts that can be derived using
the above facts are equalities between terms of the form
MEM(a, b) and T or F. The only equations that can
be used to derive such facts are MEM(d, EMPTY)=F
and MEM(d, INS(d $, x))= if EQ(d, d $) then T else
MEM(d, x). The new equalities derivable using these two
equations and the facts derived so far, are of the form
MEM(a, b)=T, or MEM(a, b)=F, where h(b)k+1.
From similar arguments as above, these new facts can again
be used to derive equalities among set terms of height
k+2, and MEM(a, b)=TF for b$s with height k+2,
and so on.
From the above discussion it follows that by assuming
MEM(e, s){T for some s with subtraction height k, all the
new facts MEM(a, b)=T that can be derived have b of
height >k.
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Now, let us consider again the well-founded interpreta-
tion of SPEC. Let s be a set expression of minimal height
(which may be an infinite ordinal), such that for some e,
MEM(e, s) is undefined, and let h(s)=k. From the fact
that by assuming MEM(e, s$){T for any s$ with height k
only equalities for terms with height >k can be derived,
it follows that MEM(e, s)=T cannot be derived from T,
even if facts not in T are used negatively. Thus MEM(e, s)
=T can be added to F, and an immediate consequence
MEM(e, s)=F can be added to T. This contradicts the
assumption that the value of MEM(e, s) is undefined. Thus
no such set s exists, MEM is a total function, and the well-
founded interpretation is 2-valued.
It still remains to show correctness. For that, we need to
show that bool is protected and that all operations interact
in the expected way. Note that as MEM is total, we need to
show that it does not have both the values T, F on some
element of the algebra. Once this is proved, showing that the
operations interact as expected is straightforward. The
proof follows the lines above and is left to the reader. K
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